


RECIPES FOR INFORMAL LEARNING ABOUT COMPUTERS 
THROUGH EXHIBITS 

Proposal for the Publishing of Exhibit Cookbooks 

Motivation 

The Computer Museum is situated in one of the most computer 
knowledgable locations of the world. It lies a stone's throw from MIT 
and a short drive from the Route 128 industries. One of the great 
strengths of the Museum is its ability to stimulate expert volunteers 
from the Boston area to help create novel, instructive and 
entertaining hands-on exhibits. For example, about 70 volunteers 
helped develop the Smart Machines exhibit on robotics and artific~al 
intelligence that opened in June 1987. 

The Museum is frequently visited by curators and exhibit developers 
from museums and science centers throughout the US and from 
overseas who seek to learn about our exhibits, and find out 'how we 
do it.' Conversations with these visitors have reinforced the 
conclusion that the Computer Museum does indeed occupy a very 
special niche: our close contact with the Boston area academic 
communities and industry gives us access to expert help that other 
museums cannot match. In addition, the Museum has built up 
valuable in-house experience through four years of building and 
maintaining computer-based exhibits. 

It seems appropriate to share the fruits of the Museum's exhibit 
development process with other Museums in a systematic fashion. 
Such sharing could make our exhibits available to tens of millions of 
museum-goers a year, as opposed to the 100,000 who visit The 
Computer Museum annually. In addition, recipient museums would 
save effort, and there would be less 'reinvention of the wheel.' 
Finally, it would re4uce innefficient use of Computer Museum staff 
during time-consuming individual visits by outside Museum staff. 
The larger target audience for Computer Museum exhibits is also 
likely to stimulate greater contributions of equipment and effort 
from the donating institutions and individuals, thereby increasing 
the flow of new exhibits. 
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Cookbooks of Computer Exhibit Recipes 

The Museum proposes to make its exhibits available through the 
distribution of 'Cookbooks' of recipes for replicating exhibits that 
have proven successful at The Computer Museum. The exhibits will 
be selected on the basis of educational potential and technical 
feasibility. All recipes will require only standard, commercially 
available, low cost hardware. Exhibits requiring costly workstations 
or minicomputers will not be included. 

Exhibit cookbooks were first produced by the Exploratorium, the 
leading San Fransisco science center. The Exploratorium has had an 
enormously positive influence on science centers and museums 
across the world. Many institutions have replicated Exploratorium 
exhibits by using their cookbooks. 

Computer Museum cookbooks would contain the following 
information: 

- topic addressed by the exhibit 
detailed list of required hardware and sourcing addresses 

- disc containing the exhibit software 
- suggested exhibit text 
- suggested illustrations or other ancillary material 
- references for background reading 
- list of other exhibits on related topics. 

As of January 1988, the Museum has about twenty exhibits which 
would lend themselves to distribution as cookbook recipes. The 
topics they cover include' computer graphics, artificial intelligence 
and programming. A further dozen exhibits suitable for distribution 
are expected to be developed for the Museum's Personal Computer 
Exploration Center, planned to open in late 1988. 

The Museum would test the efficacy of the recipes with a partner 
institution. The Franklin Institute in Philadelphia has offered to act 
as a test site and provide feedback on the clarity, feasibility, and 
impact of exhibits based on Computer Museum recipes. They are a 
particularly appropriate institution for this role as they have a large 
visitor attendance, and employ one of the country's fo~emost ~xhibit 

evaluators. 
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Pilot Cookbook Recipes 

The Museum proposes to initiate the cookbook project by preparing 
pilot recipes for two exhibits on computer graphics. The two exhibits 
selected are among those most frequently sought after by visitors 
from other Museums. 

Pilot Recipe Number 1: Color By Numbers 

This exhibit demonstrates the use of a color table in assigning colors 
to regions of an image. Visitors can mix various amounts of red green 
and blue to create a color for each of ten regions of a picture. The 
picture is a country scene, and the regions correspond to the sky, 
sun, clouds, trees, stream, grass, and so on. The colors in the image 
change instantaneously as visitors mix in new colors. This provides 
immediate reward and encourages the visitor to experiment further. 

In addition to demonstrating the flexibility a color table confers on 
an electronic image, this exhibit also offers insight into color mixing. 
Many visitors simply enjoy seeing what colors result from different 
mixtures of red, green and blue. 

Pilot Recipe Number 2: Cellular Automata 

Since their invention by John Von Neuman in the 1940's and initial 
popularization by John Conway through the game of Life in 1970, 
cellular automata have become widely adopted, both for recreation 
and as models of many natural processes. 

The Museum has an exhibit which allows visitors to play with a 
dozen different cellular automata rules, one of which is the game of 
Life. Some rules represent various of physical processes, such as 
billiard balls rolling on a surface, droplets of liquid coalescing, or a 
material becoming magnetized. Other rules show spectacular patterns 
of shape and color. Visitors choose a rule, the starting configuaration 
for the cellular automaton, and control the speed of evolution. Other 
options include the ability to freeze, single step, go backwards and 
learn about the rule. 
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Budget 

The effort required to prepare each recipe will depend on the details 
of its current implementation at The Computer Museum. The 
following estimates represent an anticipated average cost to convert 
one· Computer Museum exhibit into a tested Cookbook recIpe. 

ITEM 

programming 
documentation 
materials 
testing and debugging 

TOTAL 

COST PER RECIPE 

$5,000 
$2,500 

$500 
$2,000 

$10,000 

It is expected that a recipe would be ready for testing 3 months after 
the receipt of funding. A further 3 months would be required for 
evaluation from the testing institutions and the incorporation of 
improvements. 

The project would be directed by the Computer Museum's curator, 
Dr. Oliver Strimpel. He has been responsible for all major exhibit 
development at the Computer Museum. In particular, he directed the 
development of the 4,000 square foot exhibit 'The Computer and the 
Image'. 

Proposal To ACM SIGGRAPH 

The Museum seeks $20,000 of seed funding from ACM SIGGRAPH to 
develop the two pilot Cookbook recipes on computer graphiCs 
outlined above. This grant would enable the Museum to create and 
test two quite different exhibit recipes. After completion of the pilot 
project, the Museum would be able to assess the value of the 
Cookbook and its effectiveness in making exciting and educational 
exhibits available to a wide audience. 

If the pilot project is successful, the Computer Museum will seek 
support from industry to proceed with a full scale program of 
publishing and distributing exhibit cookbooks. 

END 1/22/88 
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COMPUTERS. COMPUTERS EVERYWHERE 

DRAFf PROPOSAL FOR AN EDUCATIONAL FILM ON COMPUTERS, 
PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE 

Concept 

The Computer Museum has long recognized the need for a top quality 
introductory film to present computers to museum visitors, school 
students, and the interested general public. 

The Museum proposes to create two films. The first would be 35-40 
minutes long, and would be suitable for widespread distribution 
among schools, industry, and· other institutions. The second film 
would be derived from the first film, but would be only 10-12 
minutes long. This version would be suitable for continual screening 
at The Computer Museum's entrance. 

The film must be very fast-paced and engaging. It must build on 
viewers' experiences, and rapidly carry then into exciting 
developments beyond their experience. In addition, the film must 
have concrete educational objectives so as to make it suitable for 
classroom use. 

Theme 

The film will present computing through its diverse applications. For 
each application, it will show what the computer is actually doing, 
revealing the fundamental unity of all computing activity as the 
gathering, manipulation, and presentation of information. 

The story will be arranged chronologically by application, starting 
with the military and scientific, then business uses, presenting an 
ever widening circle of applications. The technology, software or 
hardware, that enabled each application will be highlighted. 

The presentation of each application will be in three parts: 

1. What exactly is the application? 
2. What is the computer doing? 
J. How does this affect people's lives? 
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Preliminary List of Application Areas 

Ballistics 
Air Defence 
H Bomb 
Election Forecast 
Census 
Business Payroll 
Weather forecasting 
Computer-aided design (cars, airplanes) 
Word Processing 
Modelling and simulation (the economy, a business, a physical 
system) 
Visualization (science, engineering) 
Credit cards 
Home banking, shopping and ATM's 
Spreadsheets & planning 
Embedded controllers in home appliances and cars 
Graphic design 
Music 
Simulation (flight simulation) 
Robotics 

Style 

The film should probably be presented by a well-known popularizer, 
of the James Burke or David Attenborough variety. The presenter 
should be filmed on site, explaining the applications, and his/her 
voice should also be used to narrate other portions of the film. 

The Museum's unique film collection of vintage computers should be 
used as a resource for the early applications. 

Then and now comparisons will occasionally be appropriate, but 
many of the more recent applications do not really map directly onto 
earlier ways of doing things. 

Some possible then/now comparisons include 
adding machine versus spreadsheet 

- census data processing over the past 100 years 
- word processing versus typewrit~rs 

- CAD versus du!wing board 
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Additional Content 

The film could throw light on careers in the computer field by 
presenting brief portraits of selected engineers, programmers, and so 
on who were· responsible for some of the featured applications. This 
facet may be of particular importance for school audiences. 

Budget 

The Museum proposes that the film's sponsor take responsibility for 
the production of the film. This includes the employment of a 
director and producer for the film, as well as the physical costs 
associated with creating a film. The Computer Museum will, provide 
resources to determine the main story and content of the film, 
supply historical footage and other materials from its collection. To 
ensure the film's objectivity, it is important that The Museum retain 
editorial control. A close consulting relationship with the director is 
envisaged. 

The following budget covers the resources to be provided by The 
Computer Museum towards the creation of both the long film 
(duration 35-40 minutes) and the short film (duration 10-12 
minutes). 

Research & development 
Provision of historical materials 
Editorial consulting 

TOTAL 

$20,000 
$10,000 
$20,000 

$50,000 

The film is expected to take 6-8 months to produce, starting as soon 
as funds are committed. The Museum would start screening the short 
film as soon as it was received. 

The Museum would collaborate with the sponsor to ensure 
widespread <;listribution of the film to schools, colleges, and industry. 

END OS 2/1] /88 
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Proposal for 
A TRAVELLING EXHIBIT 

Celebrating the 100th Anniversary of 
Automating the 1890 US Census 

The Computer Museum and 
SITES, The Smithsonian Institution Travelling Exhibit 
Service 

Sponsored by UNISYS 

Outline of the proposal 
Background 
Organization 
Promotion and Audience 
Exhibit Plan 
Educational Components 
Schedule 
Budget 
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Background 
In the 1880s, it became clear that the 1890 US census would never 
be complete without new technology. Faced with Constitutional 
proportional representation, the US Congress was forced to consider 
radical new technologies to achieve this political purpose. A 
competition was held that resulted in an electrified card-counting 
machine installed to tabulate the 1890 census. Quickly other nations, 
including Russia and Austria, purchased census tabulating machines 
for their own use. From this time forward, the US Census Bureau has 
been at the forefront of using new technology for data processing. 
They bought the first UN IV AC I, the first general purpose 
commercial electronic computer, for the 19~0 census. Currently, 
they use advanced machines and techniques that provide accurate 
censuses. 

A travelling exhibit will explain the changing technologies and social 
issues that drive censuses. The exhibit will be historical and 
interactive, based on artifacts, films, photos, and the use of 
computers to pose questions, solve problems, and create simulated 
scenanos. Both social and technical questions will be explored in six 
vignettes: the early censuses; 1890; 1930; 1950; 1990; and the 
future. The displays will relate the census to important policitcal, 
economic, social, and natural resource issues. The exhibit will be 
engaging and dynamic, attracting an audience of families, educators, 
and students. 

Organization 
The exhibit will be developed by The Computer Museum and will 
open no later than October 1989 to celebrate the 1990 census. It will 
then travel to at least ten cities over a minimum of two years. 

The exhibit will be presented to SITES, The Smithsonian Institution 
Travelling Exhibit Service, to travel under their aegis. SITES is the 
outreach arm of The Smithsonian, providing quality educational 
exhibitions throughout the United States. Preliminary discussions 
have determined their interest in this exhibit. If accepted, SITES 
markets and manages the exhibit during its period on the road. 
SITES will work with the developer (The Computer Museum) and the 
sponsor (L'NISYS) to book the exhibit at specific institutions and in 
specific citie~. 
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The project director will be Dr. Gwen Bell, Founding President; the 
interactive computing components will be under the direction of Dr. 
Oliver Strimpel, Curator. In addition, an historian and a coordinator 
will be hired. An outside design firm and fabrication firm will be 
selected. A small review panel will include Professor I. Bernard 
Cohen, Harvard University, Betsy Hennings, The Smithsonian 
Institution Travelling Exhibit Service, and a nominee of the sponsor. 

Promotion and Audience 
This project can and should be promoted as broadly as possible in 
the context of celebrating the 100th anniversary of mechanized data 
processing. Nationwide news articles and television spots should be 
targetted. The Museum has achieved such coverage in several 
anniversary events~ including the 40th anniversary of the ENIAC and 
the 25th anniversary of computer games . 

. To promote interest in the exhibt a national junior high 
competition on the theme "You Count" co·uld be created. 
also be repeated at the local level for each exhibit site. 
has been considered for this promotional feature.) 

school essay 
This could 

(No budget 

Over two years, one to two million people will see the exhibit and its 
audience via the media will be hundreds of times that number. Both 
science and history museums are prime candidates to book the 
exhibit. 

Exhibit Components 
1. The First Censuses: A survey of various early attempts to count 
people, e.g., the Romans, the English doomsday book, and the early 
US. 

2. 1890: The advent of the electrified tabulating machine and the 
great immigration to the US. A reproduction of the original Hollerith 
card punch and tabulating system can be used for demonstrations. 
In addition, a working model will allow the visitor to use the 
pantograph system to punch his own card. An interactive component 
will encourage the visitor to speculate about: "What would have 
been the character of the Congress if the census had not been 
completed? Would the Democrats or Republicans have had more 
(;ontrol? . Who would not have been elected? What was the impact 
of redistricting on the makeup of the Congress? 
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3. The 1930's: The total electrification of the Census. A recreation 
of a card computing system of the era and a film of a card system In 

action will capture this period. Social questions relating to the 
stockmarket crash, the mechanization of agriculture, and the 
introduction of such systems as Social Security can be illustrated 
with simulations of various scenarios. 

4. The 1950's: The introduction of electronic computing. A 
recreation of the UNIVAC I will be used to establish contrasts with 
the earlier card tabulating systems showing the order of magnitude 
change in speed and storage space. Selecting appropriate data bases 
from this era to illustrate postwar population growth will allow the 
exhibit to be hand tailored to each site .. 

s. The 1990 Census: The configuration of the current census 
machines. The emphasis will change from the hardware to the 
software improvements. The increasing range of data collected by 
the census from 1890 to 1990 will be shown. The use of statistical 
techniques, such as sampling, and specialized software development 
will be illustrated. Cooperation with the Census Bureau will be 
important to explain their current operation. 

6. The Future: How do new technologies relate to the Census? What 
are new data processing, storage, programming, and data input 
systems that might be implemented? Video will be used to present 
the visions of experts and forecasters. The visitor will be provided 
with a way to record his own views. 

Synthesis: Once again, a global view would be shown. A clock 
showing the growth of the numbers of computers and the numbers 
of people around the world. The question, "Why do 'YOU COUNT?" 
will be explicited asked. Innovative ways will be developed to 
challenge and intrigue the visitor. 

Ed ucational Materials. 
This exhibit lends itself to the development of a brochure that 
explains a brief summary of the history of computing and the census. 
Such a pamphlet would be produced for free distribution in teacher 
pre-visit materials to aid in school group visits and for sale in 
museum shops. 
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A special school package with pre- and post-visit materials will be 
developed for the junior-high level. This will include bibliographies, 
lists of films, and other materials that the teacher might use, and 
excises for classroom use. 

Finally, contaqts will be made with a publisher for a book based on 
the research carried out for the exhibition. 

Schedule 
1/1/88 - 7/1/88 
• Secure funding 
• Make agreement with SITES 
• Establish a development team 
• Start historical research 

7/1/88 1/1/89 
• Select designer and fabricator 
• Complete historical research 
• Specify interactive elements 
• Outline educational materials 

1/1/89 - 7/1/89 
• Complete design 
• Begin testing interactive components 
• Complete editing exhibit text, films, and photos. 
• Assemble artifacts 

7/1/89 - 9/30/89 
• Complete fabrication 
• Install exhibit 

10/1/89 
• Open at The Computer Museum 
• Fabricate crates 

2/1/90 
• Open at Another Museum 
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7/1 /88 1/1/89 7/1/89 TOTAL 
CASH NEEDS 

Exhibit Development 
Historic Scenario 20,000 5,000 25,000 
Interactive Components tO,OOO 20,000 10,000 40,000 
Exhibit Coordination tO,OOO tO,OOO 5,000 25,000 

Exhibit Design 50,000 15,000 65,000 

Exhibit Fabrication 40,000 60,000 100,000 

Equipment 10,000 10,000 

Promotion 25,000 25,000 

TOTAL CASH NEEDS $40,000 $125,000 $125,000 $290,000 

IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS 
Twelve Personal Computers 
Four Large Video Monitors 
Programming Interactive Elements 
Editing for Video 
Public Relations 

TOTAL IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS 

GRAND TOTAL EXHIBITION COST 

60,000 
20,000 
50,000 
15,000 
25,000 

60,000 
20,000 
50,000 
15,000 
25,000 

$160,000 

$450,000 

* No estimation has been made for the contribution of SITES to the travelling 
component: On acceptance, they often agree to market the exhibit, pay for 
crating, and cover the insurance. 
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PERSONAL COMPUTER EXPLORATION CENTER 

PROPOSAL FOR A MAJOR NEW EXHIBIT AT THE COMPUTER 
MUSEUM 

The. Computer Museum proposes to develop a major, hands-on exhibit 
devoted to the history, technology and applications of the personal 
computer. 
The displays will be dynamic, attracting attention of visitors with a wide 
range of computer expenence. 

Motivation 

Public interest in the personal computer (PC.) is high. It is a mass-produced 
item, advertised and sold like any other electrical appliance. Yet its range of 
applications and potential to affect professional and recreational life is 
almost limitless. In addition, its widespread introduction into schools and 
colleges is beginning to radically alter teaching, learning and research. The 
public is intrigued by PC's, and would like to know more about them. This· is 
particularly true of people who are considering purchasing one, or who 
already own one. 

The Personal Computer Exploration Center (PCEC) at The Computer Museum 
would serve an important educational function. It would provide the public 
with an objective, highly accessible source of information on PC's. PC's 
would be presented in a way that focussed on the unit as a consumer item, 
enabling the public to project themselves and their needs into the exhibit. 

Size. Timescale and Cost 

1 
The PCEC would occupy 1 -12" small bays of the Museum occupymg 2,500 -

3,750 square feet. Exhibit development would start as soon as funding was 
obtained. The exhibit would open one year after funding was received. 

The exhibit would cost from $800,000 to $1,200,000 depending on its 
overall size. Thirty percent of the resources would be derived from in-kind 
donations of hardware, software and the effort of individuals. Seventy 
percent ($550,000 - $800,000) would be needed in cash for the research 
and curatorial developlT'ent, design, fabrication, display equipment and 
lUdio-visu~1 presentatiuns. 
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Content 

1. Where Do PC's Come From? 

The Museum has the world's finest collection of early PC's, including the 
first PC (Kenbak-l, 1971), the first computer to use a microprocessor 
(Micral, 1973) and an Apple 1 (1975). This section will display the dramatic 
trend of decreasing cost and increasing performance, using 10-20 
historically significant machines as milestones. Projections into the future 
will reveal how the fast pace of change is expected to continue, emphasizing 
the spread of PC's across different sections of the population and across the 
world. Vintage magazines, advertisements and other ephemera will evoke 
the spirit of the early "hacker" days. Biographies of the key entrepreneurs 
and invent'ors will also add to the human interest of the story. 

2. How PC's Work 

A large dynamic model will show the landscape inside a PC, with 
magnifying glasses focussing on key components. These will include the 
microprocessor, memory, display, floppy and hard disk drives, ports and 
printer. ,The display will be exciting to watch, and will be large enough to 
act as a focus for tour groups of 30 people. The exhibit will aim to 
demystify the parts of a computer that the public may have heard of, but 
not know anything about. In addition, light and sound effects will amaze 
and delight all visitors, arousing the curiosity of even the least technically 
minded and thereby imparting a new level of fundamental computer 
literacy. 

3. PC Users 

The largest section of the exhibit will present 5-8 stereotypical users of 
PC's, complete with mock-ups of their work or home environments. For 
each user, a PC that best suits their needs will be displayed. The PC will be 
running a selection of software tpyical of that user. The public will be able 
to interact with simplified versions of the software that yield rapid payoff 
and insight into the functions being performed. Other functions will be 
presented non-interactively through video or previously composed screens 
of text, graphics, and animation. The following list indic~tes some of the 
stereotypes and software that might be included. 
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STEREOTYPE PC SOFTWARE 

high school student Apple II games, educational, bulletin bds 

professional IBM System/2 word processing, spreadsheet 

musician Apple Macintosh composition, sequencing 

graphic artist Amiga paint, draw 

small business PC Clone accounting, billing, tax 

executive Toshiba laptop word processing, calendar 

engineer/designer NEC APC IV CAD 

The specifications and approximate cost of each displayed PC will be 
indicated. Each scenario will have several stations to increase the visitor 
throughput. There will be a total of 20-30 hands on exhibits. 

The rapid progress in the field of personal computing makes it essential 
that the exhibit be thoroughly updated on a regular basis. Computers and 
software should be considered for upgrade on an 18 month cycle. This will 
ensure that the exhibit retains its dynamic state-of-the-art character. 

4. To Learn More 

A small section near the exhibit's exit will offer information about where to 
learn more about PC's and their uses. This will include literature on user 
groups, magazines, books, seminars, classes and other sources of 
information and training. In addition some reference publications and on
line resources will be available. 

END 
OS 1/13/88 
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PROPOSAL FOR ENHANCING THE SAGE EXHIBIT AT THE 
COMPUTER MUSEUM 

The first exhibit seen by visitors at a museum bears a special responsibility. 
It must sustain and build upon visitors' expectations, encouraging the largest 
possible number of museum-goers to enjoy and learn from their visit. 

Powerful first impressions can be created by visually captivating objects and 
by powerful themes. The SAGE exhibit can make effective use of both 
approaches. Following the first approach, the Museum plans to make the 
SAGE artifacts more dramatic. Layout changes, lighting improvements and 
emphasis on the overall size of the com'puter will transform the exhibit. The 
major theme will be "Then and Now", m which both the hardware and the 
application will be compared with their modem equivalents. The layout of 
the proposed enhanced exhibit is shown on the maps on pages 4 and 5. 

Displayinl: the SAGE Artifacts 

The Museum has preserved about one third of a complete SAGE system, 
consisting of two arithmetic units, magnetic core, drum and tape units, 
operators and maintenance consoles, and six graphic display terminals. This 
equipment is currently on display. However, the exhibit needs to unite all 
these artifacts, showmg that they belong to a single, giant computer. Some 
specific ideas for improvement are: 

1. Wires connecting all of the SAGE units together. Most visitors do not 
realize that the units on the sixth floor and the blue room on the fifth floor 
are all part of one machine. The connection can be emphasized by 
running cables up to the ceiling and stretching between the machines. 

2. The telephone handsets on the arithmetic units and the console should be 
active. When visitors pick up the phones, voices should carry on 
conversations similar to those that actually occurred during operations. A 
commentary should explain what is being simulated. 

3. The master program for SAGE consisted of about 60,000 instructions. To 
convey some idea of the magnitude of such a program, and the storage 
medium used, several towers of punched cards representing the program 
will be displayed. Text and graphics will support some simple 
descriptions of the programming languages used and the nature of the 
tasks performed by the software. 

In addition to 'theatrical' enhancements, the historical significance and role 
of SAGE will be presented through a series of signs aGd photographs that 
should appeal to the Vluseum's more serious visitors. The machine is 
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significant both in the history of computer engineering as well as in its 
innovative application to radar surveillance and intercept planning. It 
embodied interactive computer graphics, making use of the light gun and 
large graphic display screens. It pIoneered the use of very large numbers of 
vacu~ tubes .in a smgle machine, employing novel techD.iques of 
preventIve mamtenance. 

Main Theme: Then and Now 

Perhaps the most rapid evolution of technology in any field has occurred 
with the computer. It is fitting that The Computer Museum higlight this in the 
entry exhibit. SAGE provides a fme example of the state-of-the-art in 
computer technology of the 1950's. In performing its task it revolutionized 
US air defence. Visitors will witness ilie dramatic progress in the technology 
by seeing today's hardware next to that of SAGE. The following is a 
suggestea list of SAGE artifacts and their modem counterparts: . 

SAGE 

arithmetic unit 

core memory stack 

magnetic drum unit 

operators console 
graphic display terminals 

Modem Counterpart 

80386 microprocessor 

4 Megabit RAM chip 

3.5 inch floppy disk 

high resolution raster display 

model of a complete SAGE system workstation 

Equally significant is the evolution of the tasks carried out by SAGE, both in 
the military and civilian spheres. For example, AWACS, an entire command 
and control center with greater versatility and power than SAGE, fits into a 
commercial jetliner and 0l?erates in flight. Descendents of the SAGE 
technology also manage aIrline traffic for FAA. Descende~ts of the SAGE 
operating system have led to modem airline passenger reservation systems. 
Displays of such contemporary applications will be presented in the exhibit, 
helping to place SAGE in perspective for the visitor. Images, video, text and 
hands-on demonstrations will provide examples of the tasks carried out by 
the computers in these modem systems. 

os 
1/13/88 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

SAGE EXWBIT ENHANCEMENT: BUDGET 

The SAGE exhibit enhancement covers a total exhibit area of 3,500 
square feet, spread over two galleries at The Computer Museum. 
Exhibit development would start as soon as funds were received and 
take approximately 8 months to complete. 

The exhibit enhancement proposal of January 13 1988 would cost a 
total of $133,000, of which about 35% would be derived from in-kind 
donations of hardware, software, equipment and time from 
individuals. The remaining 65% ($85,000), would be needed in cash 
for exhibit development, design, display equipment and fabrication. 
The following table gives an approximate breakdown of the expense, 
divided into two phases. In Phase 1, the exhibit development and 
design is carried out and improvements to theexisiting exhibit are 
effected. In Phase 2 the new displays on the modern descendents of 
SAGE are implemented. 

ITEM 

exhibit design 
exhibit construction 
graphics & text 
audio production 
video 
exhibit development 
computer hardware 
opening event 

TOTAL COST 

as 
1/13/88 

COST ($K) 

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 

15 
14 10 

9 2 
2 

3 
10 10 

5 
5 

50 35 

IN KIND 
DONATIONS 

($K) 

5 
3 
5 

10 
25 

48 



TAXONOMY OF CURRENT AND PROPOSED 
EXHIBITS 

Ta)(onomy based on ACM Computlng Revlews 

•• = very su1table top1c for a Museum exh1b1t 
• = moderately SUl tab 1 e 

C = current P = proposed 

** hardware 

C Tlmellne 
Ie 

P The Chip Comes of Age 
Memories 

* computer systems organization 

C Seymour Cray 
See it Then - C'VI Communi cat ions Theater 

* software 

P Software 

data 

theory of computation 

mathematics of computing 

information systems 

1 



** computing methodo1ogies 

C The Computer and the Image 
Smart Machines 

P Computer Graphics and Simulation 

** computer app 1 i cat ions 

C SAGE 

P Census Centenary 
Computing in Science 
Comput i ng in Medi ci ne 
Computer Publishing 
Computer Art 
Computer Games 
SAGE Recreation 
Defence Computing 

** computing milieux 

END 

C Manufacturing 
1960·s Business Computing - Insurance 
See it Then - C'VI Communications Theater 
Personal Computers 

P Computer Evolution Theater 
Personal Computer Exploration Center 
Information Age 
Ubi qui tous Computers 
Computing in Japan/USSR '" 
Computer Demography 

2 



New Exhib1t Ideas 

EXHIBIT TITLE SIZE TOTAL CASH PUBLIC SOCIAL ARTIFACT STATE-OF- HANDS FILLS TRAVEL T 
(sa ft) COST COST INTEREST IMPACT CONTENT THE-ART ON GAP COOK-

($K) ($K) BooKC 
Medium Effort 

Computer Evolution Theater 800 170 150 mad med low low low yes T (video) 
Memories 1.000 300 200 mad low high high high no T 
Computing in Science 1.500 500 300 mad low low mad med no -
Computing in Medicine 1.000 350 200 med high low mad mad no -
Computing in (country) 1 500 600 300 mad mad mad mad/high low no T 
Computer Publishing 750 300 150 mad hiah low high high no T 
Computer Art 1 500 500 300 mad/high low low low low no T 
ComDuter DemrgraphY 800 250 150 mad mad low low med no -
Computer Games 1 000 300 200 mad/high low low high high no -

Lar~Effort 

PC Ex~loration Center 4000 1500 800 high high med high high yes C 
The Chip Comes of Age 2.500 1200 800 high high high high high yes T 
Software 2500 800 400 mad low low mad high yes C 
Information AfIJ 700x 6 250x6 130x6 mad high med high med yes -
Imaae Gall~ry: Simulation 4.000 600 300 high mad low high high no C 
SAGE Recreation 3000 1200 600 mad med high low low no -
Census Centenary 1 000 1000 700 med med high low low no T 
Future Comoutil'lll 500 x 6 200x6 100x6 high mad low hiqh med no T 
How. Computers Work 2000 500 400 mad low low low high yes -
UbiQuitous Computers 2500 1000 500 high high med mad hiah no -
Defence Computing 2000 800 400 high high low high med no -

November 6 1987 



EXHIBIT DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE 

calendar 
year SCENARIO A $(k) SCENARIO B $(K) SCENARIO C $(K) RELEVANT EVENTS .. 
1988 -------.---------- ---------------- --------------- ----------------. 
~ open open upgrade 

Computer Evolution Computer Evolution SAGE 75 
CM 

Theater 150 Theater 150 !:Soard meeting phase 
one 

open PCEC .. open PCEC upgrade 50 (4000 sq ft in (3000 sq ft in PC 
1989 boys 2/3 on 5) 800 boys 2/3 on 5) 500 

------------------ ---------------- --.-------.---- ---------------_. 
~ 

open 
Chip Comes of Age 

(boy 3 on 6) 800 upgrade 
open Computer open Computer The Computer 75 July:ACM SIGGRAPH 

phase Graphics & Simulation. 300 Graphics & Simulation 250 and the Image conference in Boston 
two (boy 1 on 5) (boy 1 on 5) .. open Software 250 upgrade -F travel Chip (bays 3 &4 on 5) 50 IC exhibit 1990 ---open -Census- - - - - ---------------- --------------- --------------_ .. 
4 Centenary of first use Centenary 

700 of data processing in (bay 3 on 6) upgrade 50 1890 Census 
travel Census Cray .. 

' .. 
phase 
three open .. open Software 400 Future Computing 200 upgrade 50 

(bay 3 on 6) (Norris gallery) manufacturing 
1991 ------------------ --- ---------------- --- --------------- ---------- __ - __ .0 

J Bicentenary of 
Charles Babbage's 

open Information Age 800 birth 
exhibit 

(bay 1 on 6 or 4 on 5) open 
open Information Age . 500 

host traveling 100 exhibit Future Computing 150 
Babbage exhibit (bay 3 on 6) (Norris gallery) 

1992 ..................................... ....... . ................................. . ...... . ........................ ..... ........ . ................................. , 

~ 
open 

Future Computing 200 
exhibit 

....... .(~~m.~.~~!~~.r;(J. ...... ......... . ................................. ....... . ....................................... .......... ............................ 
TOTAL $4250K $1850K $500K 

11/4167 
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A PROPOSAL: 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM COLLECTIONS PROGRAM.. . 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM MISSION AND ITS COLLECTIONS 

Museums collect and interpret. "Interpretation is the process of placing the 
evidence of the past into meaningful contexts for contemporary museum 
visitors. Interpretation depends on research to recover accurate 
understandings of the role of an object, document. actions. or idea played in 

r" . ; .•. 1heipast·.dor -in Lh~·J)r.esentJ..dnter.pr.etation ·is/mor.e .. than:prese·ntation; jt is 
. education. '·lnterpretatioifim'plies a pedagogical strategy Uniting the Object. 
the historian, and the visitor." (Nicholas Westbrook, Minnesota Historical 
Society) 

THE MUSEUM'S MISSION 

To educate and inspire all ages and levels of the public through dynamic 
exhibitions and programs on the technology, applications, and impact of 
computers. 

To preserve and celebrate the history and understanding of computing 
worldwide. 

To be an international resource for research into the history of computing. 



THE COLLECTIONS 

The Collections are the core of the Museum; they are the foundation on 
which the Museum was established. The Museum collects hardware, 
documentation, software, films and videotapes, and photographs. The 
Museum also maintains a library (books, periodicals, and audiotapes). For 

,-_. . '~'. :.Jhe",MuseuJDJo.carur ;QUrjts.:MissiolI~:1JufCOllections .should ,be: 

Preserved -- through cataloguing, documentation, maintenance, and proper 
storage. 

Worldwide -- through an active acquisitions program. 

A resource for the Museum -- from which exhibits and programs on 
technology, applications, and impact of computers can be 
developed to educate and inspire all ages and levels. 

An international resource -- for research and exhibition. 

Current standards of professional museum operations emphasize the care, 
management, and use of collections. Leaders in the field encourage planning 
which views a museum's collections as a whole rather than separate parts 
which are maintained with temporary, quick, or isolated projects .. :fhis 
philosophy is reflected in IMS grant applications, and has been highlighted at 
conferences such as "A Common Agenda" in Washington in February of 1987, 
and conferences such as the recently held NEMA and MCN Conferences in 
Boston where representatives from the U.S. and abroad presented papers 
and projects that underline the importance of this philosophy. 

The Museum has expressed its commitment to the care and management of 
its collections by creating the position of Collections Manager and committing 
resources to the development of projects related to the Collections. The in
tention of this paper is to request continued and Increased support for a 
project which will bring the Museum's Collections up to today's professional 
standards and be the first step in a long range plan for the Collection. 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM COLLECTIONS PROGRAM 

PHASE I 

... ' MANAGEMENT SURVEY 
·;"····,CONSERY:ATlQNSURVEY 

REVIEW OF COLLECTING PHILOSOPHY 

PHASE II 

A COLLECTIONS MANAGEMENT TASK FORCE 
INVENTORY AND VERIFICATION OF RECORDS 

PHASE III 

IMPLEMENT ATION 



PHASE I: 

Management Survey, Conservation Survey, ~eview of Collecting Philosophy 

The Museum's Collections have grown substantially since 1979. Along with' 
this growth, and that of the Museum's, there is an ever increasing demand, 

!' ' ... both,internally. and :e:x.ternally,,for, 'use, of .the,.Collections. ',Ihis .increased size 
-md'llS'e':issttaming 'current 'practice's "Of'Cdllettions management and care. 
For example, the Film and Videotape conservation survey indicated that the 
Museum's continued use of original material will jeopardize this Collection. 
A recent inventory of books in the Library has shown a loss of 70 books over 
the past 3 years. 

Coupled with the increased size of, and demand for, the Collections is the de
crease in available storage space. The Museum's Collections are stored both 
on-site and in an off-site storage facility. The storage issue is critical on two 
fronts: one, it is unclear whether or not DEC will continue to store 60S of the 
current Hardware Collection, and two, storage at Museum Wharf is near ca
pacity. Storage for future acquisitions is at risk. 

Recommendations: In order to meet increasing demands, prevent further 
loss and damage, and come to terms with the storage issue, a Management 
Survey, Conservation Survey, and Review of the Museum's Collecting 

. Philosophy should be undertaken. Furthermore, a long-range plan whlch 
views the Collections as a whole will help the Museum in the accreditation 
process and in receiving future funding of projects. Apropos of this, IMS has 
told the Museum that in order to obtain funding for conservation grants, a 
general survey of all Collections must be carried out. 

MANAGEMENT SURVEY -- emphasis will be on procedures and policies, not 
on what is collected. A specialist on Collections Management will be 
commissioned to critique current procedures and policies. The survey will 
take 3 -4 days. 

CONSERVATION SURVEY -- a team of specialists will review the current 
practices and make recommendations for conservation measures for the 
Collections. The survey will take 2-3 days. 

COLLECI'ING PHILOSOPHY REVIEW -- a SUb-committee of the board will 
review the collecting philosophy and its classification system (taxonomy) and 
make recommendations to the board for any changes. This review will 
require 4-5 meetings. 



PHASE II: 
Collections Management Task Force, Inventory and Records Verification 

COLLECTIONS MANAGEMENT TASK FORCE 

Upon completion of Phase I, the Museum will form a Collections Management 
. Task Force. The Task Force, comprised of muse.um .. pr.ofessionalsand . 

c· . ,. '~"'''f'1ftember'S:'df;1he~oatd~~m~develop1l''tdllections 'mmagemeftt''Policyfor 
sub mission to the Board of Directors for approval. 

"A collections management policy is a detailed written statement that 
explains why a museum is in operation and how it goes about its business, 
and it articulates the museum's professional standards regarding objects left 
in its care. The policy serves as a guide for the staff and as a source of 
information for the public." (Marie C. Malara, Smithsonian Institution) 

In drafting the Collections Management Policy, the Task Force will draw from 
the surveys and review. They will also consider the following: 

Collections management for a contemporary collecting museum 
Docu mentation of the Collections 
Database management 
Internal and external accessibility for research and education 
Storage . 
Accession and Deaccession Policies 
Conservation 

The Task Force will meet monthly for 6 months. Members of the Task Force 
will be chosen on the basis of their expertise on the topics to be addressed. 
A member of the Board will chair the Force. 

Products: 
A Collections Procedural Manual 
A Collections Management Policy 
Recommendations for collections projects 
Recommendations for a long-range plan 
Recommendations for a storage plan 



Products: 
A Collecting Philosophy which will be presented to the board at its February 
or June meeting. 
A draft of a Collections Procedures Manual 
A draft of a Collections Management Policy 
The Conservation Survey will be completed in time for the Museum to sub

. .Si·: ,~ . .mit .. .a,.\proposall0.:1 MS :for:the ... Conservationd>roject~Grant 
Anjnterjm .on:-:site .. stOf,aae: plan .. will.be.develQped . and impJe.mented. 

. 
. -~ 

. . 
. "-.-



INVENTORY 

The Museum's Collections will be inventoried to verify current records. 
Where incomplete pertinent descriptive information will be entered. Items 
from the Hardware Collection will be photographed. The inventories will 
take place in areas where Collections are stored or exhibited. 

: ). Prod'ucts: 
Updated records 
Identification of gaps in the Collections 
List of missing objects 



~ ..... . 

PHASE III: 
Implementation 

The CoUections Project will not preclude the carrying out of daily 
responsibilities or ongoing projects. Implementation of new projects will be 
based on Operations Committee approval, funding, and phase of the 
Collections Pr()gram. 

Recommended Projects: 

DEACCESSIONING 
Following the review of the Collecting Philosophy and Inventory of the 
Collections, recommendations can be made for objects to be deaccessioned 
from the Museum's Collections. With the Board's approval of the list, 
deaccessioning will begin. 

DEC ARTIFACTS 
Objects belonging to DBC will be returned after the Inventory. In addition, 
DEC equipment deaccessioned from the Museums Collection will be offered to 
DEC. 

SEARCH FOR MISSING OBJECTS 

. COMPLETE CATALOGUING OF ALL COLLECfIONS 

PHOTOGRAPHS 
Because this Collection is one of the most requested and an income producer 
for the Museum, the search for copyright and origin of the photographs is 
necessary. 

FILMS AND VIDEOTAPES 
Like the Photograph Collection, films and videotapes are often requested and 
are an income producer. In addition, the Museum has submitted a proposal 
to 100 for production of a film on the history of computing using original 
footage from the Collection. The search for copyright and origin of the films 
and videotapes is necessary. 

LIBRARY 
For the staff's immediate use, a sign-out system will be implemented. 
INFORM ART has e:rpressed interest in sharing resources for a the members 
of both institutions. The Library will be placed on a database for the pro
gram to begin. Other 'science discovery centers' have expressed the same 
interest. 
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The collections of The Computer Museum comprise the following: 
• Artifacts 
• Films and video 
• Photographs 
• Books 
• Archival materials: documents .. manuals .. manuscripts etc. 
• Magazines 
• Audiotapes 
• CDROM 
• Soft~e 

Each area is relatively well-defined in terms of collecti0t;l criteria and care 
except for CD ROM and soft~e. (They Will not be discuSSed.) Each will be 
discussed in terms of present status and needs in the folloWing areas: 

• Criteria for acceptance; 
• Size and growth of the collection; 
• cataloging: 
• storage facilities accessibility; . 
• Special care; and 
• Use. 

The needs Will be assessed in the folloWing ways: 
• Short term, especially essential activities that wi111ead to 
accreditation, with a plan to be accomplished by July 11 1988. 
• Long terml with a plan to be accomplished by July 11 1992. 

A capital budget of between $50}000 and 70}000 has been awarded to the 
short term activities. A capital budget and operating budgets for the long 
term plan will be established. 

(Gordon Belfs final $320,000 of his million dollar pledge is allocated as 
follows: $100,000 to the building; $50-70,000 for putting the collections in 
order; $ 150}000 for fy 1989 for critical needs of that time.) 
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1. Artifacts. 
• Criteria for accep-tance. Criteria for accepting artifacts is quite well 

understood and has been applied for some time and this seems to be 
working. Two sheets are attached that show the kind of artifacts collected 
and the division of the collection of computers. These provide the guidelines 
for the kinds of artifacts. The criteria in selecting something that fits within 
these guidelines is as f ollo"WS: 

- a first or a prototype of an important class; 
- the classic or standard manifestation of the type; 
- a dinosaur or peculiar or unique example; 
- close association with an important event or person; 
- a representative-clone or -also ran- machine ..... l . 

In addition, ephemera and material that lends itself to exhibition is also 
collected. These range from The Honeywell Animals- to advertising handout 
cards. . 

,'" .. 
• Size and growth of the collection. The collection grew to 600 in 

eight years. Each year more people and institutions are offering the Museum 
items for the collection and, at the same time, the percentage of offers 
accepted is declining because of duplication of type or of artifact. The major 
growth surges occur from building a special exhibition, for example -On One 
Hand-led to significant additions to the calculator collection and -Smart 
Machines- to robots. Doubling in the next five years seems to be a projection 
that might err in being too large, allowing for growth. 

• Cataloging. In 1979, the collection was list-processed on a DEC 
word processing system and in 1985 it was transferred to the VAX but is 
essentially the same.. This allows for a variety of characteristics, but has 
the shortcoming of not being a true data -base system. Jon Eklund, at the 

. Smithsonian Institution National Muse~ of American HiStory, is 
recommending a database system for both computer collections. Jointly, we 
agreed on the categories. (see attachment). After the system is decided on 
the job will be at least 100 hours of straight input and another 100 hours of 
time spent by staff members on reViewing the actual classification of each 
artifact. Irec.':l,mmenda!J(?D.· J1Je new syst.em s:bt,zzld M uSfKi A,r regist~ring 
new artiflicts A,r at least -/-6 fD(?oths /JeA,re the existiog t':l,llec.-:tA,o is· 
tra.wsferred A, a new syst.e.m. 

.. 
. .,-
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• Storage facilities accessibili~x;_Ide~~y', ~ ~¥ge on-site~~r~ge,area 
, '. ··~~·::-::~'~0$4;an9W~tb.e~j)f~UiJ~~rtant;u4dr~ueJlt11,.JJSe4:arWactsto 

··be-kepton site. When Bay 5 (the site of Smart Machines) had well-organized 
artifacts in it .. it was an important 'behind the scenes- element of the 
Museum. Similarly, the well-organized warehouse maintained by IBM is an 
important display in itself. Our collection also includes quite a few dinosaurs 
that are appropriately warehoused off -site. If in the long run, we cannot 
have a good on-site viewable collection .. then we need one that is weU
maintained, accessible and monitored four times a year. At present the off
site -warehouse includes many DEC artifacts that we might not have collected 
except for our origins. The development of a DEC collection means that we 
can sort through and de-accession approp~iate machines that they value but 
do not fall within our. criteria for keeping. In fact; the entire collection in the 
warehouse should be evaulated in terms of its perpetual care. 
R~':t?m.m~ni.'kltit?n.· J:.i1.~ tJJ~ t'Pfo?ft.zlD.ity with P.Et:$ .D~W t':t?D~':tJi?n .ma.oL?g~f 
tJ,,? :~?.rt t?ilt -t.b~ wa.r~.b'?ll~. If p(')ssi.bl~ th~ first pass sbt?Zl1d M t':t?.mpl~t.ed 

.by n~.At JZl1y ~ • .indllding f~':t?.D1J11~.Dd..?tJi?DS far d~-at:t-:eSSJi?.o.i.og Lwd h?f 
. Lqppft'Prjat~ ,?ff-$it~ sfJe.?rag~. " ' 
-

H~':t?D1m~odL?tJ{?O: Outfit R?y ./.. Floof 6 h?f co-sit~ collel,::ti,?Os .. aloog with tJJe 
t'· ... W~ in R.?y t? Fit'){?f.5. All ,':t?ll~.::ti{?ns sIfl..?uJd M re.1'J1(?Yt.?(} fr{?D1 R.?ys ~Il and ..; 
(?O Fk)l.?f 6. R.?y 2 le.spt\':I~?Dy w.b .. ?t isl:O",?MJ as t1J~ f",?P..?t i.':k)~t) t':t?uJd M 
ll~d .. ?S sfJe.?f .. ?ge. Piling j·llDl· -.in tJJ~ ft')l.?.01S t')nly leads fJe.? a fjr~ hazm'i .. UJd 
is o{.?t .. ? gt')l.')I.'i Ml.l~llD1 pfa(:ti",-:e. Tbese at:tiYiti~s sbt?llld ~ t':t?D1pl~t~'i .by july 
1.. l!?lfll 

!....Sp'ecial care. Most of artifacts will never work again and are made 
of industrial materials, therefore they don't need the kind of special 
environmental care that more precious collections need. However, because 
of their size and bulk.inessl care is essential in moving them. Much of the 
damage that has been rendered to the ~~iects has occurred in moving. 

• Use. The major use of our collections is for our own eXhibitions. It 
is a unique element that we have. Some artifacts have been loaned for other 
exhibitions and the development of travelling exhibits should more fully 
exploit this resource. Other uses have been for -exhibits- in la-wsuits 
establishing prior art .. for advertising and promotional photographs, and 
other film and photo purposes. Having the best, most unique .. and 
-photographable- artifacts handy is useful for this public relations and 
income avenue of the Museum. 

/ 
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2. Film and Video 
• Criteria for accep-tance. The criteria for accepting film and video 

follo'WS that of the collection of artifacts. In addition, we accept any film of 
computers that predates 1965. The problem of acquisition occurs with the 
great proliferation of video in the eighties. Inexpensive video has resulted 
in the proliferation of -talking head - video lectures, experimental videos of 
robots and promotional videos. In addition, computer graphics has resulted 
in computer animation and simulation films .. 

• Size and growth of the collection. The collection could grow from 
100 to 500 in the next five years. The cost is not in k~ping the material, 
but it is in caring for it (see below). It would seem that the growth could be 
tied to special funding, eg., the SIGGRAPH films. If, however, we had very 
strict acquisition rules to follow the criteria of the artifacts, then the . 
collection may only double over the next five years. Irect.'mmeodlftic.'o: Tbe 
(':t'llectJi')O °s/JtnlAt ,'my gfc.'W in $pt?t'iaJ areas with spet"J~U fllOc.t.ing. 

• Catalogin~ At present, the films are in a list-processed format. The 
title of many films is uninformative, and each film should be looked at and 
characterized with a group of descriptors that adequately can inform a user 
of the material in the film and its quality. Irec.':t'D1D1eOdL~tJi'n: Cat..M'Cing t.be 
fjJD1./vid~, t'>..?!.1~-:tj(.')D is .. ~ ma}.?f llDd~Jt..Wog tlJat.o*-ds A' waitA,r ~'i..U 
funding. 

• Storage facilities accessibi1i~y~ A JlJt":t.1mmeod.:itioD hL1S been mittie A1 
t>.:pyaJJ the Iil.111S" llDh? pidet?-f..!fPt? that (-:aD .be mLfde 8t':l':~ssibl~ tJ,.? ot.lJe.rs. 
Tbis would iosllfe t.be preservafi,.')o c.')f t.be filaJ 1,.')1' f.,rigioLY ta~ .P.rt)p.'>S8.I..t;
bL~ve ~o writ.t.eo tJ,.? fuod tbis pEt.?J"eo.-:!' . 

~~cial care. A r~.:>"'.D1o:u~.DdatJf.'.o bas A¥..o .mad~ A? SAY.e tlJ.e f.iJ.o:J in 
t.he Pfc.~f eovif(')omeot k? insllfe it...t;' pfesefYL~tJi'o and. that speci&.u fllDdlog 
('f arfang~.f11~.ot...t;' /Je mao'q k' dc.? this. 

• Use. The Museum extensively uses its film and video collection in 
exhibitions. Many of the films are requested by college professors for 
educational use and by ne~ media. Unfortunately, the Museum does not 
have free and clear rights to many of Ule films . .eet.'~'D1D1e.Dd..lth'n. T.be 
fllDdirlg prt.')posa./ fL) t':I .. vffy rights sbozzld M actively pursu~'i. 

...... 

.' 
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3. Photographs (including slides). 
• Criteria for accep-tance. The criteria follow that of the collections. 

In addition} photographs document the history and growth of the Museum. 
We also have photographs made of the collection and exhibitions. 

• Size and growth of the collection. If we worked on expanding this 
collection it could easily grow from the 500 or so now in it to over 1 O~OOO. 
The trick is to add photographs that will add to the ricbness of the images 
for characterizing the hiStory of computing. The photos and slides are in 
several places in the Museum and n*<i to be brought together into one 
coll ecti on. .l?et':t?.mm19DdL1 !.Ii.?D. W19 sbt?zzld ./'.1:J19fg19 and 19VLUllL1f49 tb19 pf 19~D t 
t':t?llA-:!.I'?O by july } Lwd t':t?me IIp with 0.1 sensible pft'CfLWJ k? St.?}J,':it 
p.lJ()n:>gfL~p.!JS Lwd ~ ValU&.1 f~ tlJeir addjtJ~?D n.? tlJ~ t':t?1.1A':!.Ii.W. 

• CatalogIng. The current collection is filed and not catalogued. The 
very least that is needed is a listing of our photos available for circulation. 
(This probably will not require a data -base or extensive cataloging.) 
Rt?t':t'.mm~od..TtJi.?O.· T.lJ~ wb{?l~ {.').?JJt?t,:fJi.?D is fafj{.?Dal.L~i in {.?D~ PJ..T{'':e and a 
lisfmg t?f tb19 L!fvLv1..1bl19 p.!J{.?/i..?S t?f slid19$ Pft'XilitW. 

• Storage facilities accessibilitLThis is only several file drawers. 
Re().'wJmeodL1fi()o. Pb()/i..'C[L!f/>bs aDd liJms sbt?uJt1 bt9 uodef tbe t-:are t,f t'oe 

• pt?f..<;'J.?D but QZlJ{::A1y L1t~~ssj!>Je tJ..? A?tb PE and tb19 t':t?JJA':ti{?os. mLwag19f. 

~p-ecial care. Negatives should be kept for all the circulating 
photographs in special envelopes and these should not circulate. 

• Use. There is probably more .call for use of photographs than any 
other part of the collection. It is important to have these accessible for our 
educational mission -- pUf:>lishers and authors at all levels look to the 
Museum for photographs. Photographs are also an essential part of each of 
the Museum's quarterly Reports and of the exhibitions. 
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RU1es for Library AcqUiSitiOnS 

Metarules 
• There are exceptions to all rules 
'. AcceptbOOks·ipeftairilng"W"the 'iniSSion'6f'thecmU5e'Ulll'°a:n6to'opeTating as 

a museum. 
• Collect books in any language 
• An ~~~ wriU~n Mferp. IQ(::)(::) ~ll(:)Hk-i ~ (,tQn~iQp.rP'Q "rM"~", i~., ~r~jf~d~. 
• constder bound dlssertat10ns as OOOkS 
n ••• 

..... &.1. _ &. .. __ -1 J. _ _ _ _ ____ : _ :.L: • _ 

1'twel:) WeU, leClU W 4:111 4:1(;q UlblUOI1 

: Acc~pt d11 ~1r:;- Vll computing written before 1965. 
• A ...... A"'+ kAA1r .... +~~+ rA1~+A +A +~A "'A11"",,+4~,., ~rA~"" 4~ ... 1"A4""", "'fA "'Anr"I"'''+4~''' 
.. n\,\,'1;;}''' 1wIVVA..o W1CL" 1 'l;;lCLv;;' W Wl'1;; \,VU'I;;\,WU5 W'I;;CL.o, Ul\,lUUU15}' 'I;;-\,vul}'uwu5 

era materials on calculators, memories, and oUler related areas. 
• Collect all books on computer history. 
• Collect all reference books on computers and calculators, eg., 

encyclopedias, dictionaries, catalogs, etc. 
• Collect references on museum practices. especially relating to science and 

t;e(;lmology collections, interactive ex1;libits, registration practices, and 
other activities pertaining to a technOlogy/collecting/exhibiting museum. 

• Collect all biographies and autobiographies of peopl~ ip computing or 
othor aroas of tho colloction (og calculating). '.~ 

• Collect all books by or about Board members, past and present. 
• Collect some important books on the hiStory of science and technology and 

science, technology and society. 
• Collect generic books on computer languages and software. 
• Collect in-depth on the subjects covered in the galleries. 
• CoUe<:t TI!e Annals of Computing History and C2.mputing Revie1f.lS -
, complete sets 'as'lhe only periodicals (at present) in Ule library. 

• Collect all books or catalogs on computer or computer -related museum 
exhibitions. 

• Accept entire collections from significant computer scientists if they say 
this is -my library that relates to computer science.-

.... 
Negative rules 
• No children's books 
• No specific application books for specific computers, eg., developing 

inventory control on the IBM pc; be careful about accepting 
applications books -- see qualifying rules. 

• Don't collect language specific books for specific personal computers, eg., 
BASIC on the PC. (If kept examples will be placed in the technical files on 
the machines -- or the language files if we keep software by language.) 

• Only accept incomplete -sets- if very important 



• No QUpl1cates, unless tney are l1kely to rall Into tne rare 1>Ook categ<;>ry. tn. Q./ 
.. ~ __ .Nl..1~/LfIA t. bilk 8/,.,1_ . .iI ~ ,/ -. I ...., _ (-~ #'1 - --,- ,-0& fU.,UL I () -~ _ _ I ~ a..u:t4--C.~~ • 
Qualifying Rules . 

....... SpecifiC application books checked for quality limportance 'With Comp-uting 
. . .~,,;R~Y.ie-:ws -

• Regard univer~ty -press boo.ks favora?», A 

o U4e ~&wauJ1 ~ ILLJh ~ ~ 
~~. 
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Report: Science Learning in the Informal Setting, 
Chicago Academy of Science, November 11-15, 1987 

TO: Joe Cashen, Mark Hunt, Michael Oleksiw, Bonnie Turrentine, Mark 
Alio 

From: Gwen Bell with the consensus of Oliver Strimpel 

... - ' -The meeting' was c~i"lledby', .. the "])ir'ector aT the'ChicagoAcademy of 
Science because they were having trouble redefining their own 
educational mission. 

The speakers were all directed to the problems of providing better 
science education -- and the role of Museums in doing this. All the 
speakers read well-prepared papers and many of them were quite good. 
Many of the pre-eminent people spoke: 

Ilan Chabay, Chief Guru of The New Curiosity Shop -- had been 
Assoc. Director of The Exploratorium under Oppenheimer and before that 
a Research Scientist at The Bureau of Standards. 

Harris Shettel and Chandler Screven, the two pre-eminent museum 
evaluators in the country. (They advocated that evaluators should 
lead exhibition teams.) 

George Tressel, Division Director, Materials Development, 
Research, and Informal Education. He reports to the Assistant Director 
for Education (Chandrashiri) who reports to Bloch. Michael Templeton 
reports to Tressel. George presented an excellent talk on the problem 
of all science education in the USA. He brought out the counter
intuitive factor that the post-Sputnik programs that related to 
excellence were equated by students with "difficulty" B;nd so many pre
college students didn't take science: and math so that they could "get 
good grades" and "get into college." His major programs -- million 
dollar items -- are for gradeschool science learning curricula that 
are done jointly with publishers. In addition, he funds Square One 
and other public television shows. But, Tressel has the vision to 
fund a broad scope of projects and enunciated the need to help the 
"elite students in high school". This is a program that we are 
eminently qualified participate in. He talked about mentor programs 
with universities and museums. We have a partially put together 
proposal on this and have a track record with a few students. It 
would be a natural and a proposal that could go to several places. 

Roger Miles, Public Service Director for the British Natural 
History, has made the English Museum community sit up at attention. 
He has been highly controversial in doing popular exhibits. The 
Education and Curatorial people who do exhibits work for him. He 
talked about the balancing act of building exhibits to satisfy the 
creative needs of curators and trustees while entertaining and 
educating the public. Research is separate. 

Leon Lederman, Director of the Fermi Lab, Member of the National 
Academy of Science, Professor at Columbia. Lederman is a charismatic 



educater and has turned the Fermi Lab in Illineis with its huge 
accelerater and several theusand scientists into. a center fer learning 
science fer high scheel andcellege students. His visien and will 
turned it into. an educatienal center -- and new it has eutreach, 
classes, teurs, and actively trains students, addresses the parents, 
and invelves the scientists. As a result, Fermi has more meney frem 
the DOE that supperts them. 

Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, Prefesser ef Behavieral Sciences, 
·,!;:Univer..si.ty.:.;Cli';'IChj.;cagCb:, -::.:·f.ocus.sed ';~theC'g:r.oup "cn ,:the.· goals i.of· . . exhibi ts. 

He is highly regarded and eutlined the fellewing that peeple kept 
ceming back to.. He stressed the impertance ef having a geal in all 
exhibits -- but neted that the geal fecussed the activity ef reaching 
it, i.e., the meuntain climber climbs fer the experience ef getting to. 
the tep. With clear geals, feedback is also. essential. He neted a 
few rules: (1) match challenges and skill -- den't make things boring, 
en the ene hand, er embarrassingly hard en the ether; (2) aim fer nen 
self-censcieusness so. that the visiter becemes "enthralled, entranced" 
and time passes witheut seeming to. pass; (3) aim to. metivate with 
cegnitive challenges. 

Other peeple addressing the greup came frem The Media Lab at MIT, 
Berkeley, The Califernia Academy ef Science, and Walter Sullivan the 
science writer fer the New Yerk Times. 

Seme cenclusiens in the discussiens are worth peinting eut. 

Why de peeple ceme to. Museums? 
1. Fer infermatien. Jen Miller, who. dees public epinien, 

infermatien, surveys fer places like NSF, feund that mest adults visit 
museums to. "keep up-te-date." On the ether hand, he feund that mest 
children, and scheel greups, leave Museums with mere questiens than 
answers. A geed visit results in "I wonder why? •• What was?" kind ef 
questiens en the bus ride heme. It is the teacher and the scheel that 
can secure and embed the infermatien cemponent fer the student. (Many 
felt that Museum's clients were "teachers" and net students. And that 
if we serve the teachers, by definitien, the students are served.) 

2. Fer Persenal identity. To. measure, to. test, and to. "see 
eneself" in ether things. Better understanding ef self by better 
understanding the world. Alet ef discussien ameng the bielegy people 
was spent en shewing evelutien in museums (and ene creatienist was in 
the crewd.) 

3. Secial integratien. To. de things tegether, as a group, and 
have a ferum fer secializing. The ability to. sit in greups helps this 
to. happen -- to. have a discussien with ene anether. To. laugh and to. 
be inspired and to. learn tegether. (The purpese ef many Museum's feed 
previsien relates to. secial integratien.) 

4. Entertainment. Having fun ••• net being in scheel ... being 
amused and amazed in an enjoying atmesphere. 



How to -- form an education department and where should the staff come 
from? 

1. Everyone agreed that the "passion to communicate" is the most 
important component. In the talks of Leon Lederman, Paul Sally 
(Director, the School Math Project, U of Chicago), Zafra Lerman (a 
Chemistry professor from Columbia College), and Maggie McVoy (from the 
Verena project in Colorado) among others, we saw educators with a 
passion! This was transmitted in every word they said. They are 

.' .. ,.,;""1'eade'I's "wi:th--avi'si'rJn 'and"everybo'dY"wsrited 't'o"'ro'llo w. 
2. Everyone agreed that the teachers were the focus for the 

education director and that the education director had to have a 
network of teacher support. Direct mail was not an answer to 
communicating at all. Teachers need to be thanked and to be fed 
(literally), to be asked for input and to be motivated. The Museum 
has to work through teachers to the students. 

3. People also agreed that it is probably more important that an 
education leader in a Museum has had teaching experience than museum 
experience. 

4. We had lunch with Bonnie Van Dorn, Director of ASTC, a former 
science teacher, and then education director of the Pacific Science 
Center. Bonnie suggested that a science "task force" -- not an 
ongoing committee be made up of the following: 

- a key government bureaucrat from the State Dept of Education 
- a leading teacher of teachers about math/computing 
- a leading teacher pn math/computing 
- someone from the Girl Scouts, or any other group for students 

a leader from the parochial school sector 
In these we should make sure to have minorities and women. 

5. Everyone agreed that a museum's best support was a network of 
educa tors. If a museum can't get the local teachers su'pport, it will 
never get the students. 
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PERSONAL COMPUTER EXPLORATION CENTER 

Draft Outline Proposal for a Major New Exhibit at The Computer 
Museum 

Th c. ( . . , n ". 1"' 11 t ~ t" l'I'U·-·6 1i 'n1 f-)1" ('P ~. C-."~ tr· (j" ~r·' 1(· f-) .:;. n"1·-11·~· r" 11·" l1rjS (. ¥'l r. ",,~1.--11·1' 1· t ~ J.~ ' ... ·"-· !'I)J.J,.~1)--.. ,-.t:jJ. .1'1 ":''V J. ..... }f.)._,t:;;.,J .... j _ t;' ,t::' U _ o. C" I.}.. O. .. - )J.J t:'..:\.L ) ." 

(lev()tpd t.o the hi:=;torv tp(:hno1oP~ir ;=1.nd cfl)p'licatlons of the T)erSOmJJ corn-outer. - - - - - - - - ,.' - - CI - 1"" r-' r-
The displays ,qi11 be (lynamic, attracting attention of visitors vifith a ,-\Tide 
range ()i computer experience. 

Motivation 

Pu.l)lk interest in the persona.! computer (PC) is high. It is a mass-produced 
item .. advertised and sold lite any other electrical appliance. Yet its range of 
applications .. a.nd potential to affect professional and recreationa1liie is 
almost limitless. The public is intrigued by :PC's, and v.Jould 1i1~e to tno~.q 
more about them. This is particularly true of people v·lho are (:onsidering 
purchasing one, or v.Jho already o"\o'yTn one. 

The Personal Cornputer Exploration Center (PCEC) at Tlle Computer Jvluseum 
·vvould serve an import3.nt edlKa.tional function . It 1;,hloul·j provide the public 
v,rith an objective, hiPoihlv accessible source of information on PC's. F'C's 'ATould . , 
be presented in a w;:1.y that focussed on tl1e unit as a consumer itern, enabling 
the public to project themsel~les an(l ti1eir needs into the e1-tbibit. 

Size, Tinlescale an·:1 Cost 

1 
The PCEC \>\Tould occupy 1 -1 ') small bays oi the Ivluseum o(xupying 2.500 -

'-' 

·;: .. 7)0 SQuare feet. Exhibit c1eveloT)ment would start as soon as fundine- 'Nas 
..... - .A. 1-' ...... 

obtained. The exhibit \Nould ODen one 1;1ear after funding was received. 
~ I u 

The Ivluseum \Noulci obtain in tind donations of eqUipment, software, atK1 
otl1er resources irorn ttle industry .. otl1er organizations an(1 in(livicluals. This 
\Nillhav·e an approijmate value of $300,000. The cash cost of the e::-::11it·it 
development v..ri11 be $:)OOK - $':::. 0 OK .. depending mainly on the size of the 
exhibit. This cash pays for the Museum staff devoted to developing the 
e}j1ibit .. design and fabrication .. display equipment and supplies and 
audiovisual ftiedia. 
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Content 

1. Where Do PC's Come From? 

The Museum has the world's finest collection of early PC's, including the first 
PC (Kenbak-l, 1971), the first PC to use a microprocessor (Micral, 1973) and 
an Apple 1 (1975). This section vvill display the dramatic trend of decreasing 
cost and increasing performance, using 10-20 historically significant 
machines as milestones. Projections into the future vvill reveal how the fast 
pace of change is expected to continue, emphasizing the spread of PC's across 
different sections of the population and across the world. Vintage magazines, 
advertisements and other ephemera vvill evoke the spirit of the early 
"hacker" days. 

2. How PC's Work 

A large model Will show the landscape inside a PC, With magnifying glasses 
focussing on key components. These vvill include the microprocessor. 
memory. display, floppy and hard disk drives, ports and printer. The display 
vvill be exciting to V\1atch, and vvill be large enough to act as a focus for tour 
groups of 30 people. The exhibit vvill aim to demystify the parts of a 
computer that the public may have heard of. but not know anything about.. 

3. PC Users 

The largest section of the exhibit Will present 5-8 stereotypical users of PC's, 
complete With mock -ups of their work or home environments. For each user, 
a PC that best suits their needs vvill be displayed. The PC will be running a 
selection of software tpyical of that user. The public will be able to interact 
Tyvith simplified versions of the softV\1are that yield rapid payoff and insight 
into the functions being performed. Other functions vvill be presented non
interactively through video or canned screen shots. The following list 
indicates some of the stereotypes and softV\1are that might be included. 

STEREOTYPE 

high school student 
professional 
musician 
graphic artist 
small business 
executive 
engineer Ide-signer 

PC 

Apple II 
IBM System/2 
Apple Macintosh 
Amiga 
PC Clone 
Toshiba laptop 
NEC APC IV 

SOFTWARE 

games, educational, bulletin bds 
word processing, spreadsheet 
composition, sequenCing 
paint, draw 
accounting, billing, tax 
word processing, calendar 
CAD 
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The specifications and approximate cost of each displayed PC will be 
indicated. Each scenario ¥lill have several stations to increase the visitor 
throughput. There ¥lill be a total of 20-30 hands on emibits. 

4. To Learn More 

A small section near the emibit's exit ¥lill offer information about where to 
learn more about PC's and their uses. This ¥lill include literature on user 
groups. magazines. books. seminars. classes and other sources of information 
and training. In addition some reference publications and on -line resources 
will be available. 

END 
OS 12/23/87 
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PROPOSAL FOR ENHANCING THE SAGE EXHmIT AT THE 
COMPUTER MUSEUM 

The first exhibit seen by visitors at a museum bears a special responsibility. It 
must sustain and build upon visitors' expectations, encouraging the largest 
possible number of museum-goers to enjoy and learn from their visit. 

Powerful fIrst impressions can be created by visually captivating objects and 
by powerful themes. The SAGE exhibit can make effective use of both 
approaches. Following the first approach, the Museum plans to make the 
SAGE artifacts more dramatic. Layout changes, lighting improvements and 
emphasis on the overall size of the computer will transform the exhibit. The 
major theme will be "Then and Now", in which both the hardware and the 
application will be compared with their modem equivalents. The layout of 
the proposed enhanced exhibit is shown on the maps on pages 4 and 5. 

Displayinu the SAGE Artifacts 

The Museum has preserved about one third of a complete SAGE system, 
consisting of two arithmetic units, magnetic core, drum and tape units, 
operators and maintenance consoles, and six graphic display terminals. This 
equipment is currently on display. However, the exhibit needs to unite all 
these artifacts, showing that they belong to a single, giant computer. Some 
specific ideas for improvement are: . 
1. Wires connecting all of the SAGE units together. Most visitors do not 

realize that the units on the sixth floor and the blue room on the fifth floor 
are all part of one machine. The connection can be emphasized by running 
cables up to the ceiling and stretching between the machines. 

2. The telephone handsets on the arithmetic units and the console should be 
active. When visitors pick up the phones, voices should carry on 
conversations similar to those that actually occurred during operations. A 
commentary should explain what is being simulated. 

3. The master program for SAGE consisted of about 60,000 instructions. To 
convey some idea of the magnitude of such a program, and the storage 
medium used, several towers of punched cards representing the program 
will be displayed. Text and graphics will support some simple 

The Computer Museum - Enhancing the SAGE Exhibit 
page 1 



descriptions of the programming languages used and the nature of the 
tasks performed by the software. 

In addition to 'theatrical' enhancements, the historical significance and role 
of SAGE will be presented through a series of signs and photographs that 
should appeal to the Museum's more serious visitors. The machine is 
significant both in the history of computer engineering as well as in its 
innovative application to radar surveillance and intercept planning. It 
embodied interactive computer graphics, making use of the light gun and 
large graphic display screens. It pioneered the use of very large numbers of 
vacuum tubes in a single machine, employing novel techniques of preventive 
maintenance. 

Main Theme; Then and Now 

Perhaps the most rapid evolution of technology in any field has occurred 
with the computer. It is fitting that The Computer Museum higlight this in the 
entry exhibit. SAGE provides a fine example of the state-of-the-art in 
computer technology of the 1950's. In performing its task it revolutionized 
US air defence. Visitors will witness the dramatic progress in the technology 
by seeing today's hardware next to that of SAGE. The following is a 
suggested list of SAGE artifacts and their modem equivalents: 

SAGE 

arithmetic unit 

core memory plane 

core memory stack 

magnetic drum unit 

tape drive 

operators console 

graphic display terminals 

Current Eguivalent 

6502 microprocessor 

16K-bit RAM chip 

64K-bit RAM chip 

3.5 inch floppy disk 

cartridge tape drive 

no real modem equivalant 

modem vector display 

The Computer Museum - Enhancing the SAGE Exhibit 
page 2 



Equally significant is the evolution of the tasks carried out by SAGE, both in 
the military and civilian spheres. For example, AWACS, an entire command 
and control center with greater versatility and power than SAGE, fits into a 
commercial jetliner and operates in flight. Descendents of the SAGE 
technology also manage airline traffic for FAA. Displays of such 
contemporary applications will be presented in the exhibit, helping to place 
SAGE in perspective for the visitor. Images, video, text and hands-on 
demonstrations will provide examples of the tasks carried out by the 
computers in these modem systems. 

os 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

SAGE EXHIBIT ENHANCEMENT; BUDGET 

The SAGE exhibit enhancement covers a total exhibit area of 3,500 
square feet, spread over two galleries at The Computer Museum. 
Exhibit development would start as soon as funds were received and 
take approximately 8 months to complete. 

The exhibit enhancement proposal of January 13 1988 would cost a 
total of $133,000., of which about 35% would be derived from in
kind donations of hardware, software, equipment and time from 
individuals. The remaining 65% ($85,000), would be needed in cash 
for exhibit development, design, display equipment and fabrication. 
The following table gives an approximate breakdown of the expense, 
divided into two phases. In Phase 1, the exhibit development and 
design is carried out and improvements to the exisiting exhibit are 
effected. In Phase 2 the new displays on the modern descendents of 
SAGE are implemented. 

ITEM COST 

PHASE 1 

exhibit design 
exhibit construction 
graphics & text 
audio production 
video 
exhibit development 
computer hardware 
opening event 

TOTAL COST 

os 
1/13/88 

15 
14 

9 
2 

10 

50 

($k) 

PHASE 2 

10 
2 

3 
10 

5 
5 

35 

IN KIND 
DONATIONS 

5 
3 
5 

10 
25 

48 
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PRESERVATION OF HISTORICAL ARTIFACTS 

The Computer Museum is a singular institution: preserving and exhibiting 
the international history of the technology computing. The genesis of the 
Museum was its collection and it remains a unique and important resource for 
the institution. The Museum plays a critical role in creating this 
country's computer artifact collection; it is accomplishing this by having a 
cooperative agreement with both The Smithsonian Institution and The Charles 
Babbage Institute. The three institutions' goal is to preserve the 
important artifacts of computing for future generations. Each Institution 
has its special strengths; the strength of The Computer Museum is in 
collecting artifacts internationally (irregardless to country origin) that 
relate to the history of technology of computing. The joint strategies and 
policies of the three institutions allows for the sharing of each others 
collections and this helps eliminate redundancy. Of the three institutions 
The Computer Museum has the largest exhibition space (40,000 sq. ft.); The 
Smithsonian has 10,000 sq. ft.; and the Charles Babbage Institute has none. 

The Computer Museum also acts as a unique educational resource by providing 
artifacts and graphic materials to institutions worldwide. The Museum has 
become an important source for educational TV programs: production teams 
from US, Australia, Canada, China, England, France, Germany, Japan, Norway, 
and Yugoslavia have already visited the Museum. 

The exhibits themselves are seen by 80,000 people per year; 25 percent of 
the visitors are tourists or traveling businessmen. The number will 
continue to increase as the Museum becomes better known internationally. The 
fact that Boston is a port city and one of the hubs of the computer industry 
allows identification with the location for those located elsewhere. In 
discussing the location, Eugene Amdahl put it most succinctly: "We all go 
through Boston--and since the city itself is a Museum, its fitting for The 
Computer Museum." 

.". 



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE EXHIBIT 

PRELIMINARY LISTING OF CONTENTS 

Introduction 

The exhibit encompasses a wider range than is normally referred 
to by terms such as 'Artificial Intelligence' or 'Robotics'. The 
aim is to show areas where computers can perform flexibly and 
naturally where some intelligence appears necessary. 

The following list of contents includes many items that the 
Museum does not yet have. The process of putting together the 
exhibit will involve searching for donations of hardware, 
software and programming effort. 

GIVING MACHINES THE SENSES 

hearing - speech recognition 

vision 

object recognition 

edge detection 

optical character recognition 

depth perception, stereo matching 

industrial inspection 

touch 

Kurzweil voice typewriter, 
Dragon chip set, 
IBM 500 word version 

application areas: disabled, 
military, industrial 

Datacube real time 

Cognex reader 
Kurzweil reading machine 

Automatix 

pressure sensors, strain gauges 
robot hands - Salisbury hand, 
MIT-Utah hand 



- 2 -

ROBOTS 

imitations of life 

mobile robots 

early robot arms 

working teaching robot 

working industrial robot 

automated manufacture 

robots in fiction/entertainment 

18th century automaton (from 
Smithsonian or European museum) 

modern 'animatronic' automata 

Shakey (working if possible) 
Stanford Cart 
home 'toy' robot 
Denning mobile robot DRV 

legged robots: Marc Raibert's 
(CMU), Odex 

planetary rovers, JPL 

Stanford Arm, 
Minsky's 'tentacle' arm, 
Rancho Arm 
ORM 
Scheinman's hydraulic arm 

Microbot or Intellidex running 
blocks world or building log 
cabin from University of Lowell 

PUMA from Unimation, Fujitsu or 
Ford 

case history such as watch 
assembly before and after 
automation - Seiko? 

auto assembly line (FIAT?) 
video 

Chuck E. Cheese robot, film 
studio model (R2D2?) 

robot 'sandbox' - play area 
with inexpensive programmable 
toy robots (Arctec, NAMCO?) 
sophisticated clock-work toys? 



EXPERT SYSTEMS 

techniques: search, heuristics 

real examples 

game-playing programs 

- 3 -

MYCIN-type rules demonstrated 
with several demonstration 
knowledge bases: 
auto maintenance 
wine-tasting 
financial advisor 
general medicine 

Macsyma 
General Motors? 
XCON (VAX configurer) 
fine art: Harold Cohen 
picture-drawing program - AARON 
music: reading and playing, 
automatic composition 

tic-tac-toe - display entire 
game tree 
chess - Torres-y-Quevedo's 
automaton 
Thompson and Condon's Belle and 
Greenblatt's machine 
working chess-player flashing 
board positions being 
considered - board evaluation 
speed and tree pruning 
checkers - Samuel's program 
backgammon champion (Berliner) 



NATURAL LANGUAGE 

natural language front ends 

trick conversational programs 

language translation 

style, grammar checkers 

AI TECHNIQUES 

languages 

symbolic processing 

rule-based systems 

CLASSIC MACHINE FEATS 

examples: 

- 4 -

blocks world - re-implement 
Winograd's sHRDLU? 

Q&A from symantec with museum 
data base 
INTELLECT from AIC 

Eliza and Racter, showing how 
they work 

from Logos? 

LISP, Prolog - illustrated as 
part of other working 
demonstrations as well; the 
debate about the value of logic 
in AI 

Macsyma, other? 

see epxert system section 

Slagle's MIT test-paper solver 
Lenat's AM discovering numbers and Ramanujan's maximally 

factorisable numbers 
Newell & Simon's LT(Logic Theorist) proving Russell's principia 

theorems 
Tom Evans' intelligence test solvers 

end 9/11/86 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

DEVELOPMENT OF EXHIBITS AND MUSEUM EXTERIOR 

Summary of decisions adopted by the Executive Committee Meeting 
September 10 1986 

1. Artificial Intelligence Exhibit 

Timetable 

It is understood that an opening before the Summer 87 tourist 
season would be highly desirable. It was decided to aim for a 
June 1987 opening. This requires immediate hiring of the AI 
developer and assistant. The decision to fabricate the exhibit 
will be delayed to February 1 for a late June opening. Thus 
the construction expenses would not be committed until a 
clearer picture emerges of the total funds available for the 
project. 

Funding 

The founders of Symbolics Inc. are donating approximately 
53,000 Symbolics shares to the Museum, currently worth about 
$320,000 ($6 a share). The Symbolics gift is to be used on a 
2:1 exhibit to endowment basis. 

The exhibit cannot be done well for less than $400,000. It is 
highly desirable to use the exhibit as a means of raising 
money for the building fund and endowment on a matching basis, 
such as 1:1:1. 

It was decided to approach Russell Noftsker, president of 
Symbolics, for advice on a fund-raising strategy. 

2. Software Exhibit 

Cullinet have pledged a gift of $250,000 for a software 
exhibit. They have opted for a late 1987 opening. A small 
amount of extra capital ($21,000) still needs to be raised. 

It was decided to aim for a November 1987 opening for the 
software exhibit. 



3. Entry Bay 

The attached proposal outlines an idea for the 6th floor entry 
bay, costing about $100,000. It is widely accepted that the 
entrance needs improvement, and changes will be mandated by 
the opening of the AI exhibit in bay 5, software in bay 3 ~nd 
the tunnel to the BCS CDC. A minimal acceptable change might 
cost $25-50,000. Thus the added cost of a full bay-sized 
revamp is $50-75,000. 

The executive committee liked the concept, and recommended it 
be discussed at the Board meeting. 

4. Museum Facade and Approach 

The committee felt that it was most desirable to place some 
displays and/or signs on the outside of the building, as well 
as make the wharf apron more attractive. This would require 
joint planning with The Children's Museum. It was decided to 
discuss this at the board meeting. 

5. Production Specialist 

The budget shows a line for a production specialist. This 
would be a new temporary staff position for a person with 
wood, metal and plexi skills. A member of The Children's 
Museum staff who has worked part time for the Computer Museum 
has applied for the job. His skills in customising artifiacts 
and displays to the tough museum conditions would help all 
major exhibit projects. A workshop space could be set up and 
equipped for $10,000. It is anticipated that some in-house 
capability would cut the overall costs of the projects, and 
also give us a better product. 

It was decided to hire a production specialist and set up and 
equip a small workshop. The funds should almost entirely be 
drawn from the funded capital exhibit projects. 

OS 
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DRAFT PROPOSAL FOR THE COMPUTER MUSEUM ENTRY BAY 

Since the inadequacy of the current installation was noted 
shortly after the Museum Wharf opening, the desired qualities of 
the visitor's first experience at the Museum have been discussed 
at length. It should beckon, excite, not alienate and offer 
plenty of involvement. Ideas for the space have ranged from a 
multi-pod computer applications display, to a giant mural 
plotter. 

To fulfil its educational mission, the Museum should have an 
exhibit on how computers work. Current exhibits and the proposed 
artificial intelligence and software exhibits and the Computer 
Discovery Center will chiefly address computer applications, 
software and social impact, omitting a basic explanation of the 
elementary nuts and bolts of a computer. 

INSIDE A COMPUTER 

As the elevator doors open, visitors would at once be confronted 
with a view of the entire bay and a feature which would tell them 
at once that they were walking inside a bay-size computer. The 
bay would be laid out with the main parts of a computer, with the 
INPUT, PROCESSOR, MEMORY and OUTPUT all occupying their islands, 
connected by appropriate (light pipe?) wires (buses). The SAGE 
computer would be used as the three-dimensional 'sculptural' 
component anchoring each island, and providing a vivid historical 
embodiment of each part of a computer. Each island would feature 
at least one involving interaction, demonstrating the working of 
that part. 

At INPUT, visitors would feed data into a reader, using keyboard, 
mouse, punched card or magnetic tape. Coded pulses from their 
input will be seen to flash along wires to the processor. 

At the PROCESSOR, visitors might watch a computer animation of a 
fetch/execute cycle, learning the basic notions of instruction 
cycles, the shuffling of data into registers amd to memory, and 
the performing of simple additions or boolean operations. Real 
processors from a PDP-a, to microprocessors under magnification, 
could supplement the SAGE arithmetic unit. 

At MEMORY, the current core memory demonstration can be 
supplemented by other stations showing the principles of some 
other media, such as disc and the basic latch used in 
semiconductor memory. Visitors would be invited to contribute 
something to a memory - perhaps a hard disk that could be 
browsed. The SAGE core unit will anchor primary memory and the 
SAGE tape and drum units will anchor back-up or secondary memory. 

continued •••. 



Signals will flash along the wires to the OUTPUT, where messages 
appear, perhaps related sensibly to what is going on at INPUT or 
MEMORY. Perhaps this entire giant computer will be running a 
simple simulated program, such as inputing visitors' first names, 
storing them in memory, processing the names to generate 
statistics, outputing results. 

The walls of the bay will be dressed to enhance the feeling of 
being inside a generic computer - large ventilation grilles, 
sockets, with a large fan near the power supply in one corner. 
Strictly, input and output should be outside the computer per see 

The displayed artifacts will also be described in text aimed at 
the serious visitor interested in the history of computing. There 
will therefore be two kinds of experience possible - the 
educational, how computers work one and the historical, 
traditional museum one. The former will be humorous, 
light-hearted, though technically clear and informative; the 
latter will be more factual and less interpretive. The exhibit 
design must allow these two tracks to coexist harmoniously, 
clearly signalling their respective roles to their audiences. 

The involving interactions must be brief, allowing fast 
throughput. The bay must accomodate large numbers of people, as 
it will receive school groups, and provide access to the 
artificial intelligence and software exhibits,the Computer 
Discovery Center, and stairs to level 5. 

OS 
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THE COttPUTER ttUSEUtt EXHIBITS 

PART 1: EXISTING EXHIBITS: APPRAISAL AND SUGGESTED CHANGES 

1.SAGE 

Good points 

Tour 
The existing exhibit provides 0 good set of props for 0 guided tour. The 
ortifocts ore spociously loid out so thot 0 group of 30 con comfortobly 
view the disployed objects ond see ond heor the guide. 

Porties 
The open pIon is olso voluoble for porties ond functions. The presence of 
the ortifocts provides 0 unique otmosphere thot would not be motched in 
the ouditori um. 

Imposing 
The sheer size ond imposing noture of the SAGE probobly impresses most 
of the vi si tors. Thi s row sensot ion is 0 good one to copi toli ze on os on 
initiol experience ot 0 Museum. 

Bod Points 

Lock of Unity 
There is no cleor stort or end to the exhibit. The unity of the disploy is 
further broken by the presence of UNIVAC ond the seporotion onto two 
floors. Probobly no more thon 5~ of visitors reo1ize thot the blue room is 
port of SAGE ond thot 011 the mochines (except Whirlwind) on the 6th floor 
ore port of one computer. 

Signs 
The text ponels hove 0 very uneven level of presentotion. There ore 
diversions to exploin generol points such os how 0 computer works. The 
text locks immediocy ond punCh. There is insufficient differentiotion of 
essent i 01 moteri 01 ond detoi 1. 
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Lack of Context 
There is only patchy comparison with other computers or machines that 
might enable visitors to grasp the nature of the SAGE hardware and 
app 11 cat ion. 

Atmosphere 
Wheras the open plan is desirable for group tours and parties~ it reduces 
the artifacts to isolated monuments on an expanse of carpet. This is a 
disadvantage if one is attempting to model a machine room scenario, and 
generate an exciting period atmosphere. 

Safety 
On the fifth floor, the staircase height is such that chl1dren can easily 
injure themselves while trying to run beneath it. Two serious accidents 
have occurred. 

Possible Improvements 

There appear to be two approaches. The first 1s to upgrade the exhibit~ 
maintaining its general current disposition. The second is to redo it 
entirely on the 5th floor, making the 6th floor available for other uses. 

1. Upgrade 

In this approach, the bad pOints of the exhibit are addressed individually. 

The unity of the exhibit is enhanced by using appropriate, signs, flooring~ 
maps and items hanging in the space above the stairwell. Whirlwind will in 
any case be modified in the current plan for the 6th floor entry area, and 
the termination of Whirlwind and the start of SAGE can made more clear 
cut. 

A new set of signs are prepared with several tiers of text. One tier will 
present only the most important information in a very readable style. This 
information would include the motivation for and use of SAGE as well as 
short descri pt ions of what each part does. SmaIl er type wi 11 present 
descriptions of the artifacts. Another layer of panels and demonstn~tions 
might explain in simple terms how each part of the system works. 

The SAGE system could be placed in better context by displaying 
equivalent contemporary machines in a coherent fashion. The overall 
performance could be compared to a PC, the CPU to a microprocessor, the 
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core memory to a RAM chip, the tope and drum to a current disc and tope 
unit, and the console and patch-board to its equivalent today. The 
comparison can be camed on to the blue room, where a current display of 
equivalent resolution could be displaying a similar radar flight mop. It 
would be impressive to try and execute a similar task on a pc-based 
system, allowing visitors to ploy the role of the blue-room officers, 
checking on the flights. In all cases, cost, power consumption and size 
comparisons could be displayed. 

The nature of the software and the programming techniques used should be 
indicated. The number of punched cords required to store the program 
might be placed on display as a couple of towers from floor to ceiling. 

The atmopshere could be enhanced by making further use of photomurals 
(such as on the white wal1 above the stairwel1) and sound and light 
effects. Messages should be piped down the telephone handsets attached to 
the exhibit. However, it would probably not be possible to create a true 
machi ne room atmosphere whi I e preservi ng the present 1 ayout. 

The risk of accidents below the staircase could be removed by building 
panels to block access to the space below the steps. 

The upgrade described above would enhance the educational impact of 
SAGE, while preserving the space's good qualities listed above. 

2. Recreation 

The second a1ternative is to consolidate all of our SAGE artifacts on the 
fifth floor, and create a convincing machine room environment. The 
staircase would descend over and into the midst of the eXhibit, and 
visltors would be surrounded by machinery, sound, and lighting effects. 
Uniformed manikins would be manning the consoles, and several screens 
would be animated to simulate actual operations. 

The unity of the exhibit would be greatly enhanced in this approach as the 
SAGE would occupy a smal1er, better defined space confined to a single 
floor. UNIVAC would be removed, and visltors would enter the SAGE room 
as they descended the steps, and leave as they entered the timeline. 

The signs would be redone as suggested for the previous approach, and 
more information could be presented aurally through handsets. There would 
be insufficient space to compare each component with its current 
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eQuivalant, but the overall task of SAGE could be simulated with several 
interactive touch-screen stations, and the comparisons made there. 

The great strength of the approach would be the atmosphere. The 
concentrat j on of the hardware into a more 11 mited space, together with 
the simulation of a machine room through appropriate flooring, ceiling, 
11ghting, mural, sound and models would create a very impressive overall 
atmosphere of a large military computer installation of the 1950's. While 
this approach would make a deep impression and entertain the visitor, the 
previous approach would offer"more oportunity for learning. 

Ti me aod Cost 
1. Upgrade 

Time: 
curator 2 months 
research asst. 6 months 
programmer 12 months 
carpenter 6 months 
workshop asst. 4 months 

Cost: 
salaries $68,000 

designer $20,000 
signs $15,000 
photos $ 5,000 
equipment $ 5,000 
audi ovi sua I $ 5,000 
other $ 5.000 

total non-sal. $55,000 

TOT AL EXPENSE $123,000 
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2. Recreation 

Time: 
curator 2 months 
research asst. 6 months 
programmer 6 months 
carpenter 9 months 
workshop asst. 6 months 

Cost: 
salaries: $72,000 

designer $40,000 
signs $15,000 
photos $15,000 
equipment $14,000 
audi oyi sual $ 6,000 
other $ 5,000 

total non-sal. $97,000 

TOT AL EXPENSE $169,000 
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2. Time1ine 

Good Points 

The timellne contains a profusion of artifacts and archives. Any visitor 
who was calculating or computlng before 1970 will find something to 
identify with in the tlmellne. They will be interested to see other 
contemporary examples of the technology. Visitors with a knowledge of or 
interest in the history of computing will find the timellne exciting as an 
opportunity to see# at first hand# parts of the machines they have read so 
much about. This is an experience only The Computer Museum can offer. 

The parts are Quite attractively laid out so that a lay visitor might be 
intrigued at the visual Quality of artifacts such as core memory# delay 
1 i nes and so on. 

Bad Points 

There is little or no interpretatlon of the artifacts beyond brief labels 
that credit the source and name the model and maker. Even the timel1ne 
nature of the exhibit is probably lost on over half the visitors. There is no 
attempt to unify or organize the threads of development; processors# 
memories# documentation# applications are all thrown in together. 

Possible Changes 

The time 1 i ne occupi es a com dor wall space that cannot readi 1 y be 
expanded without changing either the SAGE exhibit or the "See it Then" 
theater. It would not be possible to respond the the criticisms above 
wi thout usi ng much more space than is avai 1 ab 1 e. 

It is probable that the Timeline as it exists now would not survive in a 
new exhibit plan in which the space in bays 2#3 and 4 was redeployed. It 
therefore seems inappropriate to devote considerable effort towards 
refurbishing the exhibit. 

However two minor changes should be implemented in any case: 

1. The years should be displayed more clearly to emphasize the timellne 
nature of the exhi bi t 
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2. A few of the most important artifacts could be picked out with, say, red 
signs that would offer elementary explanations. Examples might include 
the Whirlwind core plane, the UNIVAC tape, the ashtray, the teletype, the 
IBM 360/30, and the Nova. 

3. See it Then FiJ m Theater 

Good Points 

The films bring computing in the 50's and 60's to life very effectively. 

Bad Points 

Visitors without prior knowledge or experience have little context in 
which to place the films. This exhibit appeals to only a slightly wider 
audience than the timel1ne. The use of 16mm 111m causes maintenance 
problems. 

Suggested Changes 

Some introductory text before each film would help widen the appeal of 
the films. 

However, it remains Questionable whether the space is effectively used 
when the appeal of the films is narrow. It might be argued that the Museum 
could screen the f11m in the auditorium at advertised times, say once a 
day, functions permitting. 

As this space is adjacent to others that might be replaced entirely, it 
might well be incorporated into a future new gallery. Significant effort 
should probably not be devoted to upgrading this theater at present. 
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4. IBM 1401 - Travel1ers Insurance 

Strong Points 

The recreation of a complete computer room of the 60 s complete wlth 
sound commentary and light cues is appeali ng can can be appreci ated on a 
number of different levels. The exhiblt tries to show how the machine was 
physlca11y used and scheduled. This represents the start of commercial 
computing as we know It today. Visltors enjoy using the card punch 
machines. 

Bad Points 

The commentary's clarification of just what It is the computer is actua11y 
doing 1s hard to grasp. The choice of an insurance company does~ however~ 
make It rather hard to lend immediacy and excitement to the actual 
appll cati on. It would be difficult to demonstrate the task accomplished by 
the computer in a way visltors would appreciate. But wlthout an 
appreciation of the value of the computer~ the exhiblt risks being viewed 
as a Quaint piece of historical technology. The relevance of this first 
urbane use of computers does not seem to strike the visltor. 

Suggested Changes 

An interactive simulation of the insurance application would help visltors 
grasp what the machi ne was doi ng. It mi ght al so be worth tryi ng to 
indicate how much human work would be involved to perform the task 
manually. 

The programmer's office should have more printout plled up on the desk. 
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5. Seymour tray 

Good Points 

Seymour Croy is certoinly one of the foremost computer engineers. It is 
appropriate and exciting for some visitors to see so many of his mochines 
on display. The quotations ore well chosen. 

Bod Points 

There is no explanotion of whot is required to make computers run fast. 
There is Httle context-setting to tell visitors what Croy ochieved ond how 
outstonding he is. There ore too mony static mochines sitting on the 
carpet. This exhibit is virtuolly ignored by most visitors. Worse, it moy 
moke some feel thot this museum is not for them becouse it ossumes too 
much prior knowledge. Finolly, the exhibit occupies an owkword orea at the 
intersection of severol possogewoys which locks on obvious beginning or 
end. 

Suggested Chong§§, 

Short Term: 
An interactive exhibit about computer speed and power is planned for this 
spoce. Visitors will be oble to compore the speed of a personal computer 
with thot of 0 minicomputer, workstotion, moinframe ond supercomputer. 
They will be oble to discover some of the engineering opprooches Croy 
adopted to moke his mochines run faster. After trying out this honds-on 
eXhibit, visitors should be oble to oppreciote the Croy artifocts better. 

Time and Cost: 
Ben Blout, summer programming intern will implement 0 first version of 
this exhibit during the summer of 1987. The exhibit will run on a donated 
Sun-3 workstotion that hos 0 lorge high resolution display. The totol cost 
is expected to be approximately $1000. 

Long Term: 
The orig1na1 p1an was to reuse the space to feature another computer 
pioneer, such as Alan Turing or Niklaus Wirth. However, the awkward 
nature of the space, and the realignment of the Museum's exhibit strategy 
toword educational exhibits on current technology, make it unlikely that 
this plan will be implemented. 
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This space should probably be viewed as part of a redesign of the whole of 
Boy 3 and perhaps Bay 2. The Cray artifacts would be taken off display, or 
possibly incorporated, in part, into another exhibit. 

6. NEAt 2203 

This early Japanese computer occupies a space next to the Cray exhibit. It 
was simply placed on the carpet when it arrived and has not been 
converted into an exhibit. 

It requires a reader rail to hold text panels and the modification of the 
covering panels to reveal the modules inside the machine. All the pieces 
should be placed onto a black plinth. Some description of its capability and 
cost, should be presented, as well as comparison with other machines of 
its day. Some statistics on the Japanese computer industry would fit in 
well here. 

Ti me and Cost 

Time: 

Cost: 

curator 
carpenter 

salaries 
signs 
materials 

TOTAL COST 

0.5 month 
1 month 

$4,000 
$ 500 
$ 500 

$5,000 
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7. Integreted Circuit 

Good Points 

Several pane I s make i mpressi ve compari sons, such as the one that 
contrasts a single chip with box full of boards from a PDP-8. The chips 
under a microscope are interesting. The public expects some explanation of 
integrated circuits. 

Bad Points 

The exhibit fails to generate a sense of excitement. Visitors miss many of 
the points it tries to make, possibly because they are tired of static 
exhibits at this pOint, and are lured ahead by the sounds of the PC's. The 
microscope is not well implemented - the magnification is too low, and 
there is insufficient accomanying information. The exhibit area may be 
too small to do justice to the topiC. 

Suggested Changes 

The survival of this area in its present form depends on the wider plans 
for Bay 2. If the space's lifetime exceeds about 12 months, the following 
changes should be considered. 

Remove peri phera I pane I s to make space for a more focussed exhi bi t. The 
exhibit should concentrate on a single theme such as the anatomy of a 
chip, or the fabrication of a chip, or the many applications of chips. 
Another approach would be to describe the chips one finds inside a 
personal computer. At present there are a coup I e of pane I s on each of 
these topics; the exhibit is spread too thinly. 

The microscope exhibit needs beUer packaging and signage. The text 
should suggest specific items to look for. State-of-the-art chips should be 
inserted. Plots of chip layouts should be displayed, and explained. 

Time and Cost 

Time: 
curator 
research asst. 
carpenter 
workshop asst. 

1 month 
2 months 
1 month 
1 month 
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Cost: 
salaries $14,000 

designer $ 5,000 
signs $ 5,000 
photos $ 2,000 
equipment $ 1,000 
other $ 1,000 

total non-sal. $14,000 

TOT AL EXPENSE $31,000 

8. Hanut actun ng 

Good Points 

The exhibit shows some of the stages in manufacturing a computer. 
Computers have a 'black box' image for many visitors, and this exhibit 
shows that, like other products, computers are assembled from diverse 
parts along production lines. The idea of showing the evolution of a 
particular computer as it moves through the line, culminating in a working 
example of the manfuactured computer is a good one. Large photomurals 
provi de some atmosphere. 

Bad Points 

As with the IC exhibit described above, the exhibit general1y fails to 
excite or inspire. The sequence of steps, from the printed circuit board to 
the wave solder machine followed by the manual insertion table and the 
conveyor belt for final assembly are not sufficiently linked. The actual 
manufacturing machines are not sufficiently complete or animated to 
demonstrate their mode of use. The wave solder machine is not meaningful 
to a visitor who does not already know what it 1s. 
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The manual insertion table is denuded of most of the tools and cannot be 
re-equipped before adequate protection is insta11ed. 

The working exhibit based on the Data General eclipse uses an incomplete 
database and the machine itself is unreliable. 

Suggested Changes 

Once again, the plans for this area should be considered in the context of 
plans for Bay 2 as a whole. Bay 2 would appear to be a good site for a 
totally new exhibit as all the current exhibits would need significant 
changes to become successful. 

An exhibit on manufacturing would require a lot of environmental props to 
become exciting. The industrial machines would need to be animated or 
actual1y working. Sound effects and video should be added. 

The cost of carrying out a proper upgrade to this exhibit would be 
$60-90,000. In discussions with Board members and others, manufacturing 
has not been mentioned as a high priority. It is therefore recommended 
that this exhibit not be refurbished barring minor repairs: 

- the manual insertion table should be replenished and protected 
- the interactive exhibit on the insta11ed base of computers running on 

Eclipse should be replaced with the more complete database running on 
the NEC APC III, already donated to the Museum. 
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9. Personal Comouters 

Good Points 

Mound: 
Some interesting,unusual machines are shown that excite knowlegable 
visitors. 

Hands on Ri ng: 
Some individual programs are entertaining and instructive. These include 
DECtalk and Maze Programming. 

Bad Points 

Mound: 
There is insufficient text or graphical explanation or context for the 
machines. They are piled in without any sensible ordering. The public is not 
told what significance each machine has. The exhibit includes the Alto~ 
Apollo~ Kitchen Computer and the lINC. These are something of a stretch in 
an exhibit on personal computers. In contrast~ the Museum's unique 
collection acquired as a resu1t of the Early Model Personal Computer 
Contest is not incorporated into the display. The Kenbak~ Scelbi~ TV 
Typewriter~ VDM-1 1 SWIPC 6600 and others are an integral part of the 
story. 

It could also be argued that no personal computer exhibit should confine 
itself to displaying a collection of static artifacts. Some of the additional 
topi cs that mi ght be addressed are descri bed below. 

Hands-on Ri ng: 
There is no relationship between the vanous programs. The original theme 
of showing different interfaces to computers no longer holds up since 
Pencept and the paint program have been removed. In any case~ this theme 
is a little obsolete since non-keyboard interfaces are becoming very 
common in the outside world and in the rest of the Museum. 

Some programs are simply commercially available games that do not offer 
any special insights. The HP interactive label program does not work 
effectively. Few visitors rea1ize what it is or take the trouble to use it. 
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Suggested Changes 

The level of effort to be placed into refurbishing this exhiblt should depend 
on the extent of overlap with the BCS Computer Discovery Center (CDC). 
Current plans for the CDC ca11 for extensive treatment of personal 
computer applications. This would seem to make the hands-on ring 
redundant unless It was refurbished to focus on a distinct theme. 

The historic PC's will not be covered by the CDC, nor anywhere else in the 
world. The Museum almost certainly has the best early model PC co11ection. 
It would therefore seem worthwhile to develop a sound exhiblt on the 
development of personal computers. This exhibit could be approached in one 
of two ways: -historical timeHneu or "PC Technology". The former could be 
carried out in the 800 square feet currently devoted to PC's. The latter 
would require about 1,500 square feet. 

PC Historical Timeline 

This alternative would appeal primarily to knowledgable visitors, 
especially those who had been using PC for a number of years. It would 
place many ltems from the Museum's co11ection in an i11ustrated and 
annotated timeline, indicating what innovation was incorporated in each 
machine. The layout and mode of display would make the exhibit look 
attractive and accessible, but there would be no interactive elements, and 
relatively Httle basic education about what a PC is and what It can do. 

Ti me and Cost 

Time: 
curator 1 month 
research asst. 3 months 
carpenter 4 months 
workshop asst. 4 months 

Cost: 
salaries $26,000 

designer $10,000 
signs $ 5,000 
photos $ 2,000 
equipment $ 2,000 
other $ 2,000 
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totol non-sol. $21,000 

TOTAL EXPENSE $47,000 

Personol Computer Technology 

In this opprooch, the bosic gool is to exploin ond demonstrote the evolution 
ond current noture of PC technology. Interoctive disploys would exploin how 
the von ous components of the PC worked. Mony hi stori c PC's woul d be 
disployed to illustrote the first implementotion of ospects of the 
technology. For exomple the story on disploys would include Don Loncoster's 
TV typewriter ond Lee Felsenstein's VOM-1. The Microl would be shown os 
the first PC to use 0 microprocessor, ond the opportunity would be 
exploited to exploin how PC's depend on microprocessors. The introduction 
of vorious storoge devices would be shown: cossette tope, stringy floppy, 
fl oppy di sc, hord di sk. 

Severol mochines would be opened up with their components lobelled. 
Selected concepts would be illustroted with interoctive demonstrotions. 
Stotistics would be presented on the increosing cost/performonce, ond on 
the numbers of systems sold. Some corporote history might olso be 
presented. 

Ti me ond Cost 

Time: curotor 2 months 
reseorch osst. 6 months 
progrommer 6 months 
corpenter a months 
workshop osst. 6 months 

Cost: solories $62,000 

designer $15,000 
signs $ 8,000 
photos $ 4,000 
equipment $ 6,000 
other $ 3,000 

totol non-sol. $36,000 

TOT AL EXPENSE $98,000 
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10. Other Boy 2 Exhibits 

Bay 2 also contains the tic-tac-toe player bunt of tinker toys, the Apollo 
guidance computer, and the IlLiAC IV. These are modular exhiblts. The 
latter two were selected as interesting examples of computers based on 
integrated circuits - this being the unifying theme of the bay. 

The tinker toy computer is enjoyed by visltors. It should probably remain on 
di sp lay unt 11 the space is needed for a new exhi bi t. 

The Apollo guidance computer does not arouse great interest. The exhibit 
does not emphasize the key pOints about the machine, and tries to present 
too much information. It could be improved by simplifying and reducing the 
amount of text. The hands on interaction is a good idea, but is too hard for 
many visitors. This exhibit is probably not worth modifying as it was 
designed a an integrated package. It should be considered dispensible in 
future plans for the space. As It 1S relatively self-contained, it could also 
be moved to provide a feature in an unused space. 

The IlLiAC IV is an artifact that interests visitors who have already heard 
of it as the first serious parallel computer. This is a small percentage of 
our visltors. Ideally this should be viewable upon request in a back store 
area, but this arrangement is no longer possible in the Museum. If it 
remains on display, the signs should be amended and a simplified tier of 
text about parallel processing and its importance should be provided. In 
addition, a board from the machine should be displayed. Some connection 
between the hardware and its role in parallel processing should be made jf 
possible. In the longer term, IlllAC IV can be removed from the exhibits. It 
would certainly be a centerpiece in any future exhiblt on parallel 
processi ng. 
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1 L The Com(!uter cnd the Imog~ 

Good Points 

The gallery offers a coherent theme of topical interest to the public. There 
are a good number of working hands-on exhibits, and plenty of visually 
interesting imagery. There are good films ond video shows. Most of the 
exhibits are placed into a context that hints at their importonce or 
application. 

Bad Points 

There is i nsuffi ci ent exp 1 onat ion for some vi si tors. The loyout makes for 
overcrowding in some oreas. The videos are poorly ploced. Several working 
demonstrations are bosed on hordwore thot is hard to maintoin. The field 
hos moved in the three years since the gallery was developed and the 
gallery will soon be in need of updoting. 

Suggested Changes 

The concept of the gallery is sound, and it does not need major changes to 
remain on effective and popular exhibit. However, a fuller treatment of the 
use of graphics in CAD is desirable. An exomple from civil engineering 
might be included, showing the obility to simulate the operotion of 0 design 
before going ahead and building. The exhibit funded by Prime on the use of 
modelling in siting ice-cream stores should also help in this area. 

EXHIBIT 

machine room 

image processi ng 

SUGGESTED CHANGE 

The contents of the room hove changed since the 
go 11 ery wos opened. A new si gn is needed. 

Thi s ex hi bi t has never been completed. It is based 
on outdoted donated hardware and soft ware. The 
gallery badly needs an exciting honds on display on 
image processing. A good domoin is thot of 
sotellite pictures. The current plon is to offer 
visitors sotelite images of the Boston orea and 
severol other 1 ocoti ons. Vi sitors coul d zoom in ond 
out of these imoges, ond corry out vorious 
transformations on the images .. such os folse 
coloring, clossificotion, controst stretching, ond 



anatomy of an image 

co 1 or-s li ce 

teapot 
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spatial filtering. Images of other planets or radar 
and sonar i mages of the ocean depths coul d also be 
offered. The exhibit requires large disc storage 
space, and a powerful processor. I f the current 
system based on the PDP-11/70, Gri nne 11 di sp 1 ay 
processor and MIPS software running under 
RSX-ll M does not work by the end of summer 
1987 .. other avenues should be sought. 

This exhibit takes a picture of a visitor and then 
allows him or her to experiment with the basic 
parameters of a digital image - spatial resolution 
(number of pi xe 1 s) and contrast (number of grey 
levels). The exhibit works well, but there have 
been problems with the MASSCOMP hardware. If 
MASSCOMP does not come through, alternative 
equi pment donors shoul d be sought and a the 
display reimplemented. 

Visitors take a black-and-white picture of their 
face whi ch they convert to false color. Thi sis 
popular and instructive. The interface needs 
improving. As with the previous exhibit, it is 
based on MASSCOMP hardware and may need 
rei mp 1 ementat i on on new equi pment. 

This exhibit is about computer graphic rendering. 
A solid model of a teapot is rendered, complete 
with smooth shading. Unfortunately, visitors do 
not grasp all the stages that the computer has to 
go through here. The demonstration would be much 
more instructive if the various stages of rendering 
were shown in sequence: wire-frame, hidden line 
suppression, polygon shading, smooth shading and 
light-source modelling. In addition, the rendering 
could be token much further, placing the teapot in 
an environment, and placing an environmental 
texture mop onto its surface to look like 
refl ect ions. Thi sis a project f or a seri ous 
volunteer. The switches and panel need to be 
secured and neatened. 
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This exhibit works well, but h6S become 
disconnected from the p6nels th6t re16te to it. The 
two shoul d be reuni ted. 

This exhibit has given maintenance problems. If It 
connot be mode to work on 0 regulor basi s, it 
should be removed 6nd reploced by other exhiblts 
on CAD. Vi si tors enjoy it when it does work. 

This demonstrotion of the SPICE electric6l CAD 
system by Mentor Gn:.phics is too difficult ond 
unrewarding for most visitors. It should be 
reploced by 0 more 6ccessible exomple of CAD 
running on more easily m6intoined hardware, 
pre.ferobly wlth 0 color disploy. 

This needs updoting with sl1des token from the 
1967 SIGGRAPH sl1de sets. The exislting slides ore 
o little obsolete ond foded. The monitor thot 
displays the captions needs to be secured better. 

This PC-bosed exhibit does not do this subject 
justice. Incredibly beautiful images are avaialble 
(as shown in our Colors of Chaos temporary 
exhibit), ond more powerful computers ond 
disploys could offer some potentiol for exploring 
the weird ond wonderful shopes of the Mandelbrot 
Set. As It stands now, the exhiblt is morgino1. Most 
visltors do not get to grips with it. It needs a 
little more introductory material. 

The 1965 winners of the Internotional Computer 
Grophics Imoge Contest should be reploced wlth 
the 1967 wi nners. 

16mm f11m was selected to optimize image 
quality. However It oppears thot the quallty is 
comproml'S6~ hy ............ 1, .......... i ......... i ....... .......................................... ,., 
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from projector to screen. The quality and image 
size still compare very favorably wlth video. This 
exhiblt earned mention 6S Boston Magazine's best 
least-known exhibit! C6re should be taken to 
maint6in projection equipment regu16rly. In 



Videos 

Ti me and Cost 

Time: 

Cost: 
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addi t i on, the octua 1 fil m shoul d be updoted every 
year after S I GGRAPH. 

The video programs "Simulation" and "Computer 
Graphics in Action" need updating. Improved siting 
of the monitors should be considered. 

curator 2 months 
research asst. 5 months 
programmer 6 months 
workshop asst. 1 month 

salaries $39,000 
audi ovi sua 1 $15,000 
photos $ 5,000 
signs $ 5,000 
other $ 3,000 

TOT AL EXPENSE $67,000 

12. Honeywel1 Animc1s 

This exhibit appeals to most Visitors, adding a touch of pleasant whimsy to 
the end of a visit. Originally planned to end in January 1966, this exhibit 
has unofficially turned into a permanent exhibit. There is no need to alter 
the exhi bi t at present. 

The material is not important enough to justify preservation of its space if 
competing needs arise. However, individual animals, if donated to the 
Museum, would make very attractive sculptural items in the lobby or any 
other foyer space that might arise in future plons. 
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13. Norris GcHery 

An active temporary exhibit program consumes resources and money, but 
provides a valuable source of novelty and calendar listings to help promote 
the Museum. 

The Norris Gallery has housed the Tinney paintings, the Calcomp-sponsored 
art contest winners, Colors of Chaos, Lillian Schwartz images, and On the 
One Hand. It is clearly useful for the Museum to have a temporary exhibit 
space so as to be able to house travelling exhibits, or develop exhibits 
ourselves that will travel. 

If the Museum chooses to display more computer art, the Norris Gallery 
would be a good site. Provision for hanging pictures would then have to be 
installed as the current system of hanging pictures from eyelets screwed 
into the wooden ceiling is very awkward. 

The current space constitutes the outside of the SAGE exhibit. If SAGE were 
reorganized along the lines of the recreation outlined above, it may be 
desirable to move the existing walls. The Norris Gallery would then 
disappear and an equivalent space should be carved out in future planning 
f or other bays. 
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PART II: IDEAS FOR MAJOR NEW EXHIBITS 

1. The Informction Ag.@ 

Introduction 

One important aspect of the Museum's mission is to demonstrate and 
explain aspects of computing that are beyond the reach of the majority of 
the public. Personal computers are now very familiar to a large sector of 
the population. However, PC's do not by any means encompass all aspects of 
computing. 

Our society depends on computers that perform functions well beyond the 
reach of small computers. Consider the following domains: 

- electric power 
- ai rl i ne reservati ons 
- air traffic control 
- traffi c management 
- banking 
- oil exploration 
- scientific research 

These areas require the use of large, often networked computer systems. 
Everyone has i ndi rect I y made use of these systems. The goa I of thi s exhi bi t 
would be take the lid off these applications, revealing how computers carry 
out these tasks, and informing the public of domains they do not readily 
have access to. 

The exhibit would consist of between five and eight modules, each dealing 
with a particular application. Each module would occupy 5-800 square feet; 
the exhibit as a whole would therefore occupy between one and two small 
boys of the Museum. The exhi bi t coul d be rep I oce exi st i ng exhi bi ts on the 
fifth floor in bays 2 and 3, or occupy unused space in bays 2 and 3 on the 
sixth floor. 

The modules would use hands-on exhibits, simulations, graphiCS, text and 
video to draw visitors into the oppl1cation. Where possible, visitors should 
be able to experiment with simulations of the applications. For exomple, 
they might be oaked to play the role of traffic manager for Manhatten, using 
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the computer to release gridlock. Examples drown from the octuol solutions 
used in the field would be shown. A flovor of the complexity of the reol 
domain would be conveyed, while still presenting the basic concepts used 
in each area. 

Ti me and Cost 

Each module can be developed independently of the others. However, at 
least three modules would be needed to give the project coherence. 
The following are estimates p-er module. If several modules were done 
together, there would be some economies of scale, but the following can 
serve as an approximate guide to the cost. 

Time: 
curator 2 months 
research osst. 4 months 
exh. coordi nat or 4 months 
progrommer 6 months 
carpenter 4 months 
workshop osst. 4 months 

Cost: 
salaries $55,000 

designer $15,000 
signs $ 5,000 
photos $ 3,000 
audi ov1 sua 1 $ 7,000 
equipment $ 7 .. 000 
other $ 5,000 

total non-sal. $21,000 

TOT AL EXPENSE $97,000 
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2. Software 

A separate proposal for an exhi bit on soft ware has been wri Hen. Partial 
funding ($50,000 out of $250,000) has already been secured. 

The exhibit would fulfll an important piece of the Museum's educational 
mission. The proposal suggests an exhibit of about 2,500 square feet, 
equivalent to a small Museum bay .. This could be bay 2 on the fifth floor, or 
bay 3 on the sixth. A minimum of one year's lead time would be required 
between funding and opening. 

3. Memories 

A number of Board members and vi si tors have expressed interest in the 
j dea of an exhi bi t f eat uri ng the development and technology of memory 
devices. The Museum has a good collection of artifacts, and the 
development of an exhibit would, no doubt., enhance the collection. 

DlsQlay Strategies 

The exhibit would present a historically organized view of memories 
f eaturi ng for each technology: 

- underl yi ng technology and physi cal pri nci p 1 es employed 
- speed and capacity 
- cost 
- domain of opplicotion. 

Several examples of the memories in use would be shown, where possible 
allowing visitors to read and write from the memories, and witness the 
physical change they cause. The following memories would be included: 

punched card, tape 
read only - pegboard, rope, other 
selectron 
Wi 11 i ams Tube 
delay line - acoustic, magneto-strictive 
magnetic core, tape, drum, disc, bubble 
semiconductor - RAM, ROt'l, EPROM; bipolar, CMOS, other 
opticol disc. 
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Ti me ond Cost 

Time: 
curotor 2 months 
research asst. 4 months 
programmer 8 months 
carpenter 6 months 
workshop asst. 6 months 

Cost: 
salaries $57,000 

designer $25,000 
signs $ 6,.000 
photos $ 3,.000 
audi ovi sUfll $ 5,000 
equipment $ 7,000 
other $ 5,000 

total non-sal. $51,000 

TOTAL EXPENSE $108,000 
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4. How ComDuters Work 

I ntroduct ion 

Several di scussi ons wi th Board members have i ndi cated enthusi asm for an 
exhibit that attempts to convey basic computer nuts and bolts. It is felt 
that many vi si tors harbor a basi c mi strust of computers whi ch can only be 
addressed by presenti ng the essent i al s of a computer's operation ina 
fri endl y, accessi b 1 e f ashi on. 

An interesting example of such an exhibit is the "Soup Machine" at the 
National Museum of Science and Technology in Ottawa. Occupying a large 
wall, this exhibit executes a five minute program in which a narrator, 
accompanied by lights and movements, traces the sequence of steps that 
occur when a mac hi ne obeys a program to make soup. The scal e and sheer 
implausibility of the display makes an unforgettable impression. 

A proposal to base such an exhi bi t on the SAGE gall ery was presented to 
Board members in the summer of 1986. The idea was to use the large 
artifacts as anchors in a gallery-wide simulation of the inside of a 
personal computer. Visitors would play the role of bits of data, travelling 
between the input, processor, control, memory and output. At each location, 
an interactive demonstration would explain the workings of that part of the 
computer, and show how it connects to the other parts. Several Board 
members were enthusuastic about the idea, but it was not pursued as 
attention concentrated on Smart Machines. 

How Comp-uters Work might be a natural choice for the entry bay on the 
sixth floor. It could be presented as an introduction to the rest of the 
Museum, ond be desi gned to work well wi th groups. The entry boy must 
serve as the gateway to the other exhibits., and any exhibit there has to be 
very easy to grasp, and ollow groups to pass through without troffic joms. 

A detailed proposal should be prepared once the overall style and function 
of the entry bay has been determined. 


